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BN (Hons) Nursing (Adult)
Practice Assessment Document Level 4
Introduction
This online Practice Assessment Document (PAD) provides a record for achievement of practice
skills for students following a programme of study leading to eligibility for application to the
Nursing and Midwifery Council (NMC) as a Registered Nurse (Adult), and subsequent use of the
protected title.
Within the various documents of this PAD, a number of clinical competencies and Essential Skills
Clusters (ESC) are listed, all of which must be achieved at specified stages during the programme.
All practice competencies are assessed as either pass or fail. Some competencies are assessed
more than once, and a progression of skill through continuous assessment is expected, with the
student being deemed competent in all required skills at threshold, according to the NMC
Standards for Pre-Registration Nursing Education (2010), in order to qualify as an Adult Nurse.
In order to progress, the student is required to meet all of the standards at each Progression Point
(at the end of the first and second year of the programme); in order to meet the entry
requirements for the professional register, all of the final year competencies and ESCs must be
passed and agreed by the student’s Mentor (or other designated professional) at the end of the
final placement. All of the competencies and ESCs are underpinned by the four NMC Domains:
1. Professional values.
2. Communication and interpersonal skills.
3. Nursing practice and decision-making.
4. Leadership, management and team working.
Please note that not all of the standards need to be met during each individual placement – they
can be worked towards throughout each placement. They must, however, all be met by the end of
the Progression Point (at the end of the first, second and third year of the programme).
Should a student not make satisfactory progress on any assessed aspect during their placement,
they will receive appropriate feedback and an action plan will be put in place to support them and
the mentor on return to placement.
The Student Placement Handbook found on Moodle should be read in conjunction with this
document (requires an internet connection).
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Assessment Process for Students
1. Following orientation to the practice area, the student and mentor should meet and agree
a plan for meeting the competencies and skills for their placement. This meeting should be
recorded in the PAD. Students have been provided with Google Chromebooks, which can
be set up to allow offline access to the PAD in order for it to be completed. For instructions
on how to do this see the guide: Work on Google Drive Files Offline on your Chromebook
(requires
an
internet
connection).
2. The PAD remains the sole responsibility of the student for management of names/dates
and competency completion. The student can work on this ‘offline’. They will need to
connect to the internet, login to their Chromebook, and open Google Drive to sync any
changes.
3. Approximately mid-way through the placement (though ideally more frequently) the
student and mentor should meet again to discuss progress. The student should offer an
evaluation of their own progress, including achievements and any areas of difficulty before
attending the Mid-point Progress Interview. The ‘Mid-point Progress Interview’ document
should be completed by the student and the mentor.
At this meeting, progress should be discussed, and any concerns recorded using the
‘Mentor Cause for Concern’ form OR the ‘Action Plan’ form.
If the student appears unlikely to meet their learning objectives due to a lack of effort or
aptitude, this should be highlighted and the University tutor (via the link lecturer)
informed. If objectives are unlikely to be met for reasons beyond the control of the
student, this again should be raised with the link lecturer/course leader to explore
alternatives.
4. During the final week of the placement, the student and the mentor should meet for a final
interview. At this stage outstanding competencies should be assessed and initialed and
dated
by
the
mentor.
The mentor completes the summary of progress, making a final assessment of the
student’s
development.
5. The unit coordinator will record the outcome of the assessment in the student’s records.
In the event of the student not making satisfactory progress, the unit co-ordinator will
inform the course leader, and a plan for remedial action will be constructed.
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Record of Hours
Record of hours and absences are to be administered by the Faculty of Science Placement Office.
You can collect Record of Hours forms from the Faculty of Science Placement Office, James
Watson West.
You should return your Record of Hours forms to the Faculty of Science Placement Office, James
Watson West at the end of each month. For Foundation Placements, the Record of Hours can be
returned at the end of the foundation placement block.

Learning Outcomes
The Learning Outcomes for Level 4 are:
1. Meet the requirements of the ‘Passport to Practice’.
2. Engage in the unit placement requirements and meet programme hours for Level 4.
3. Demonstrate effective professionalism, communication and interpersonal skills, nursing
practice and decision-making according to NMC requirements at PP1.
4. Describe their role in relation to accountable practice and professional conduct in relation
to NMC Standards.
5. Identify, through reflection, how the NMC Standards are met.

Foundation Placements
During the first two years of the programme students will undertake ‘foundation’ placements.
These are short, non-assessed practice experiences. During this period the student will be
supervised by a registered professional; depending upon the nature of the practice area, this may
not necessarily be by a registered nurse.
The purpose of the foundation placements are to provide the student with experience of some of
the diverse roles a nurse can undertake. Some of these placements will not be available as
assessed placements, so present a unique opportunity to develop knowledge of health and social
care and its impact on the public, which supports learning across all of the academic units.
Prior to a foundation placement the student should consider the learning objectives that could be
achieved and these will be discussed and agreed with the supervisor at the start of the placement
(Initial Interview). As these are 3-week placements, only initial and final interviews will be
completed. The supervisor will provide feedback on the student’s performance. There may be
opportunity to complete EU directives during this time, and a reflection of the placement is
required as part of the Person Centred Practice unit in year 1 (formative feedback). Competencies
and skills will not be formally assessed during foundation placements.
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Progression Points
In order to enter the register, the NMC requires students to demonstrate achievement of specific
outcomes by set ‘Progression Points’ at the end of each year/Progression Point, and on
completion of the programme, prior to seeking entry to the NMC register. By the end of Level 4,
the student will need to have met all the requirements set out in the ‘First Progression Point
Criteria’ in Annexe 2 of the Standards for pre-registration nursing education (requires internet
access to view).
The NMC has identified skills and professional behaviours that a student must demonstrate by the
First Progression Point. These criteria must normally be achieved during the student’s practice
learning but some may be met through simulation.
These criteria cover:
● Safety, safeguarding and protection of people of all ages, their carers and their families.
● Professional values, expected attitudes and the behaviours that must be shown towards
people, their carers, their families, and others.
The criteria reflect public expectations about nurses’ basic skills and their ability to communicate
effectively with people in vulnerable situations, ensuring their dignity is maintained at all times.
If a student is unable to demonstrate the required competencies, skills and behaviours by
Progression Point One, through the assessment procedures set by the programme provider and
their partners, they will not normally be allowed to progress to the second part of the programme.
Most of the assessment will take place when providing direct care, but some may be through
simulation.

Competencies (Progression Point One)
The competencies list the criteria that must be met as a minimum requirement by Progression
Point One in any practice setting where people are receiving care, or through simulation. These
are listed within the ‘Progression Point One Competencies’ document in the PAD. The student
must ensure that these documents are completed throughout their Placement time.
During Placement One students may not be able to evidence all the Progression Point One
competencies. Students are required to complete the “Progression Point One Competencies” (for
Placement One) document in the PAD, giving clear evidence of where they have consistently
demonstrated any competencies. Mentors will initial and date this document.
During Placement Two students will need to maintain the competencies met in Placement One,
and demonstrate any other competencies not yet met. Students will be required to complete the
‘Progression Point One Competencies’ (for Placement Two) document in the PAD, giving clear
evidence of where they have consistently met any remaining competencies.
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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All Progression Point One Competencies must be consistently met by students, and initialed and
dated by mentors at the end of Placement Two.

Essential Skills Clusters
The Essential Skills Clusters (ESCs) are used as guidance and are incorporated into all preregistration nursing programmes. All the ESCs apply to all fields of nursing.
There are five essential skills clusters:
● care, compassion and communication;
● organisational aspects of care;
● infection prevention and control;
● nutrition and fluid management;
● medicines management.
Skills have not been identified for all Progression Points, therefore not all areas in the ESC tables
have been filled. ESCs support the achievement of the Competencies, however the ESCs do not
include all the skills and behaviours required of a registered nurse.
Click Here to View the Essential Skills Clusters to be completed by Progression Point 1 (by the end
of Level 4/Year 1).
Click Here to View the Essential Skills Clusters to be completed by Progression Point 2 (by the end
of Level 5/Year 2).
Click Here to View the Essential Skills Clusters to be completed by Progression Point 3/Entry to the
Register (by the end of Level 6/Year 3).
The achievement of the ESCs at each Progression Point will be recorded by the student within the
Clinical Skills Log/ Essential Skills Clusters Booklet.

Clinical Skills Log/ Essential Skills Clusters Booklet
The Clinical Skills Log/ Essential Skills Clusters Booklet is a paper document given to the student to
record the skills they have gained whilst in simulation and practice. It is also where the ESCs are
signed by mentors and academic staff. The student must ensure that they keep this document
with them at all times whilst on Placement, as the mentor may request to see it, and may record
and sign-off the student’s skills.
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Feedback from Those Receiving Care
Feedback from those receiving care is required for each assessed placement. The student will be
provided with a paper copy of that form in the Clinical Skills Log/ Essential Skills Clusters Booklet.
The mentor will approach the service user/carer/relative (anonymously) to ask them to complete
the feedback. The student should wait in a different room/area whilst the feedback is undertaken,
to ensure the service user can give open and honest feedback.
The mentor should discuss the feedback with the student either before or during the mid-point
and/or final interview. The student is required to reflect on this feedback and discuss with their
mentor during the mid-point and/or final interview.
Guidance on reflection can be found in the Foundations of Nursing Practice unit. Please see
Reflection and Reflective Strategies and Reflective Writing for further guidance.

Meeting EU Directive 2005/36/EC
During your programme you are required to demonstrate that you have met the EU Directive
2005/36/ EC, and this section of your PAD enables you to do so.
A student studying to become a Registered Nurse (Adult) must achieve EU Directive 2005/36/EC
and gain experience in:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

General and specialist medicine
General and specialist surgery
Child care and paediatrics
Maternity care
Mental health
Care of the older person
Home nursing

The academic tutor will support the student to identify and plan how they will meet this
requirement. The student should discuss this with their mentor in practice to determine whether
the opportunity will arise in that practice placement. Please use the instructions below, and the
documents ‘Meeting EU Directive 2005/36/EC’ to support this.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
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Instructions:
● You should refer to the table on page 2 for examples of evidence that you could offer to
demonstrate that you have achieved the directive.
● Complete the forms in this document, providing evidence to demonstrate that you have
achieved all areas of this directive. Students are expected to complete a reflection when
they
have
encountered
the
following
areas:
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Midwifery
Child
Mental Health
Elderly
Medicine
Surgery
Home nursing
Learning

disability

● You need to provide at least 1 piece of evidence for each area within this EU Directive per
academic year of the programme.
● Overall, you need to provide at least 3 pieces of evidence for each area within this EU
Directive, over the three years of the programme. This must be completed by the end of
the programme in order to ensure that you have met the EU Directives and can been
recorded as such by the University, at a Board of Examiners.
● A blank template form is included at the end of this document. Please duplicate this by
template by copying and pasting it if you need further forms to provide evidence.
● If you have any queries regarding these you should contact your academic tutor.
At the end of each academic year, you will need to download and submit your completed EU
Directive document. Further guidance in relation to this will be given to you via Moodle.
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Examples of Evidence
The table below shows examples of evidence that you could offer as evidence to demonstrate
achievement of EU Directive 2005/36/EC.
Field

Potential practice placement
opportunities

Examples of clinical placements and
simulation/skills based learning
opportunities
(Examples are not exclusive)*

● Taster/Assessed placements
● Elective placement
● Simulation

●
●
●
●
●

Community nursing
Medical/acute placements
GP practice
Emergency department
Simulated practice

● Taster/Assessed placements
● Emergency Department
● Community based unscheduled
care services
● Theatres
● Critical Care
● Outpatients
● GP practice
● Elective placement
● Simulation

●
●
●
●
●
●

Medical/acute placements
GP practice
Community nursing
Emergency department
Simulated practice
Basic Life Support skills
(paediatrics)

Mental
Health

● Taster/Assessed placements
● Elective placement
● Simulation

●
●
●
●
●

Community nursing
Medical/acute placements
GP practice
Emergency department
Simulated practice

Elderly

● Taster/Assessed placements
● Elective placement
● Simulation

●
●
●
●
●

Community nursing
Medical/acute placements
GP practice
Emergency department
Simulated practice

Midwifery

Child
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●
●
●
●

Taster/Assessed placements
Elective placement
Simulation
Community based unscheduled
care services
● Outpatients
● Critical Care

●
●
●
●

Community nursing
Medical/acute placements
GP practice
Emergency department

Surgery

● Elective
● Community nursing
● Surgical directive acute
placements
● GP practices
● Emergency department
● Community based unscheduled
care services
● Outpatients
● Critical Care
● Theatres

●
●
●
●
●

Community nursing
Medical/acute placements
GP practice
Emergency department
Simulated practice

Home
nursing

● Taster/Assessed placements
● Elective placement
● Simulation

●
●
●
●
●

Community nursing
GP practice
Emergency department
Simulated practice
Nursing and residential homes
Out patients departments

● Elective
● All

●
●
●
●
●

Community nursing
GP practice
Emergency department
Simulated practice
Nursing and residential homes
Out patients departments

Medicine

Learning
disability

*Simulated practice and skills will encompass a range of high and low fidelity teaching and will
comprise care based scenarios and individual clinical skills
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Second Attempt (Retrieval)
At the end of the year all results are taken to the Unit Assessment Board (UAB) and then the Board
of Examiners (BOE). If the student fails to complete all aspects of the Practice Assessment at the
first attempt the the Board may decide that they will be able to undertake a repeat placement to
complete the assessment requirements (retrieval of hours and/or retrieval of practice
competencies). Students who do not achieve the requirements of the Practice Assessment at the
second attempt may be subject to discontinuation from the programme.
● If a student fails to complete the required number of hours for the first year (800 hours)
they will need to ensure that they complete additional placement hours at the end of the
academic year if the BOE agrees they can go into retrieval .
● If a student fails to meet all the competencies for Progression Point One, they will be
required to complete additional practice time to ensure they can meet and demonstrate all
competencies if the BOE agrees they can go into retrieval.
If it is felt a student is failing their placement, or is not on track to pass their placement, the
mentor will advise that the student needs to complete an Action Plan. Details for this can be found
in the Action Plan Template.
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Supernumerary Status
The role of the student in practice is that of a learner, therefore they are required to be
supernumerary. The supernumerary status of students means that the student is extra to the
workforce establishment of the placement area. Therefore the service would continue to be
delivered without the student’s presence. This permits the student to undertake ‘spoke’ elements
of their placement when a learning opportunity has been identified by the student and agreed by
their mentor, to follow the patient’s journey where this involves leaving the placement area (hub)
to observe and learn from another experience or place of practice.
Despite this flexibility the student is still required to experience 24/7 healthcare provision and
should ensure that their working pattern still allows for 40% of their working time to be spent
with their mentor.

Infection Control
To reduce the risk of cross contamination of the Chromebook, it must be regularly cleaned with
sterile wipes. The student should not take their Chromebook onto the Ward and it should not be
used by patients or those receiving care.
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The Role of the Student
It is the role of the student to:
1. Contact new placement areas prior to commencing to introduce self and establish a
contact for the first day. If supervisors/mentors request to see any practice assessments
documents, students should send these to supervisors/mentors as required.
2. Negotiate duty rotas with the supervisor/mentor/co-ordinator to enable them to complete
37.5 hours a week in clinical practice (an additional 5 hours/week reflection time is added
by FPO making a total of 42.5hours /week). 40% of placement time should be spent with
their
mentor
(NMC
requirement).
3. Negotiate the learning competencies expected for the stage and work towards achieving
them.
4. Seek

help/advice

from

mentor/link

lecturer

when

required.

5. Notify nurse in charge/placement co-ordinator/personal tutor/course leader as soon as
possible
if
difficulties
arise
in
identifying/working
with
mentor.
6. Ensure that the Practice Assessment Document (PAD) is maintained and completed, and is
made available to the mentor/link lecturer whenever it is required.
7. Keep

records

of

practice

achievement

as

required.

8. Completed practice assessment documents should be sent to mentors in a timely fashion.
9. Take equal responsibility with the mentor in ensuring the initial, midpoint, and end of
placement meetings are carried out in a timely manner. All initial, midpoint, and end of
placement
meetings
should
be
face-to-face.
10. Undertake

remedial

action

as

required.

11. Only work within own limitations and adhere to local and national policies/professional
body guidance and regulatory standards.
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Key Documents
Faculty of Science Placement Handbook (on Moodle, requires internet connection).
NMC Code of Professional Conduct for Students (requires internet connection).
NMC Social Media Guidance (requires internet connection).
Raising Concern Guidance (requires internet connection).
Student Charter (requires internet connection).

Difficulties and Who to Contact
Experience or opportunities not available
If a student is having difficulty in achieving their required learning outcomes, skills or
competencies during a placement due to the practice experience or opportunities being
unavailable, they should contact their Personal Tutor or Link Lecturer.
Academic Difficulties
If a student is experiencing any other academic difficulties during their placements they should
contact their Personal Tutor.
Technical Difficulties
If a student is experiencing technical difficulties completing their PAD online, or using their
Chromebook, they should contact sci-elearn@port.ac.uk
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Key Contacts
Link Lecturers
Link lecturers are assigned based on the postcode of the area in which the placement is being
undertaken.

Postcode Areas

Link Lecturer

North West Hampshire

Hannah Liversidge
(hannah.liversedge@port.ac.uk) or
Chris Allen (chris.allen@port.ac.uk)

Portsmouth area

Raph Morgan (raph.morgan@port.ac.uk) or
Lisa Farley (lisa.farley@port.ac.uk) or
Shelley Peacock (shelley.peacock@port.ac.uk)

Isle of Wight

Yvette Revell-Smith (yvette.revellsmith@port.ac.uk)

West Sussex

Suzanne Rampton
(suzanne.rampton@port.ac.uk) or
Carole Phillips (carole.phillips@port.ac.uk) or
Steve Searby (steve.searby@port.ac.uk)

Surrey and Sussex borders

Marj Woodhouse
(marjolein.woodhouse@port.ac.uk) or
Jenny Roddis (jenny.roddis@port.ac.uk)
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Other Contacts
Faculty of Science Placements Office:
Phone: 023 9284 4409
Email: sci.placements@port.ac.uk
Address:

James Watson (West)
2 King Richard 1 Road
Portsmouth
PO1 2FR

BN (Hons) Nursing (Adult) Course Leader:
Isobel Ryder
(isobel.ryder@port.ac.uk)
02392 84 2845

Personal Tutor Contacts
Melanie Tanner
melanie.tanner@port.ac.uk
02392 84 6819
Raph Morgan
raph.morgan@port.ac.uk
02392 84 6816
Lisa Farley
lisa.farley@port.ac.uk
02392 84 6812
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Yvette Revell-Smith
yvette.revell-smith@port.ac.uk
02392

84

6815

84

6817

84

6813

84

6814

Nick Purkis
nick.purkis@port.ac.uk
02392 84 6811

Debbi Atkinson
debbi.atkinson@port.ac.uk
02392
Kirsty Harris
kirsty.harris@port.ac.uk
02392
Gilly Mancz
gilly.mancz@port.ac.uk
02392
Sue Rourke
sue.rourke@port.ac.uk
02392 84 6810

Chris Allen
chris.allen@port.ac.uk

Louise Baxter
louise.baxter@port.ac.uk
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
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Hannah Liversedge
hannah.liversedge@port.ac.uk

Shelley Peacock
shelley.peacock@port.ac.uk

Carole Phillips
carole.phillips@port.ac.uk

Suzanne Rampton
suzanne.rampton@port.ac.uk

Jenny Roddis
jenny.roddis@port.ac.uk

Steve Searby
steve.searby@port.ac.uk

Marjolein Woodhouse
marjolein.woodhouse@port.ac.uk

Pauline McKeever
pauline.mckeever@port.ac.uk
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Guidance on the use of IT, Chromebooks and Google Drive
For information on guidance on the use of IT, Chromebooks and Google Drive, please see
the PAD IT Policy.
Naming conventions for documents and emails - please Click Here for guidance.
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Definition of Terms
For the purpose of this assessment process the following terms have been defined.
Assess

To gather appropriate information to enable the identification of
specific care needs required by each individual patient/client. This
will include consideration of physical, psychological, social,
economic, cultural and spiritual/religious aspects. This should take
into account the patient/client’s expressed needs/wishes,
perceived condition as presented, environmental and involvement
of other disciplines.

Colleagues

All members of the interdisciplinary team involved in patient care
services.

Communication

Evidence of acceptable communication skills includes: acceptable
posture adopted, positioning, active listening, appropriate eye
contact, tone of voice, an awareness of non-verbal
communication, barriers to communication and sensitivity and
responsiveness to the patient/client.
Evidence of effective communication includes: determining the
amount and level of information to be delivered, appropriate
timing and checking of understanding to enable informed choices
to be made.

Competence

The possession of an acceptable level of knowledge, skills and
attitudes required to function in a professional role. Psychomotor
skills are assessed using the scoring system within this document.
The interrelated and essential elements of knowledge,
understanding and attitudes are assessed via the clinical
assessment learning competencies.

Complex

Refers to situations where deviations from normal occur. This
could include emergency situation or input from other disciplines.

Describe

To give a written or verbal account.

Discuss

To present views (verbally) taking into account advantages,
disadvantages and alternative options based on experience
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and/or currently available evidence.
Empathy

An attempt to understand the situation as experienced from the
perspective/viewpoint of another person.

Evaluate

Review the effectiveness of a particular aspect of care
intervention and reassess the situation accordingly.

Plan

Develop a course of action based on the assessment. Priorities
should be set and included.

Professional behaviour

Demonstrates the skill, behaviour and attitudes appropriate to a
member of a profession. It requires the student to demonstrate
reliability, honesty, politeness, non-judgmental attitude and
consideration for others. This includes attitude, appearance,
attendance and timekeeping and applies both within and outside
the workplace.

Reflection

Reviewing certain aspects of an event to assist in understanding
the consequences and its usefulness in the future. The level of
reflective ability demonstrated will deepen as the course
progresses.

With direct supervision

The mentor needs to be present during the whole intervention
and features prominently in assisting the student to perform.

With indirect supervision

The student is able to function effectively with intermittent
advice/guidance as appropriate.
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Methods of Assessment
Direct observation

The mentor directly observes the student in the application
of a skill in clinical practice. This is the most frequently used
method of assessment. The mentor is able to verify that the
student actually does possess a certain skill, and may make
frequent use of this method to ensure the student is
consistent in their performance.

OSCE

Objective Structured Clinical Examination. The Objective
Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE) assessment method
is based on planned clinical encounters in which a
professional interviews, examines, informs, or otherwise
interacts with a student to elicit responses to known and
structured scenarios. Service users and lay individuals may
be used who are scripted and rehearsed to portray an actual
patient with a specific set of symptoms or clinical findings.
High fidelity simulators will also be utilised.

Testimony of others

The mentor relies upon the judgement of other practitioners
who have had an opportunity to assess the performance of
the student. The mentor must verify the accuracy of the
[verbal] testimony, and often will use more than one source.

Simulation

When a skill cannot be directly performed owing to
restriction in a clinical setting, or for other reasons, which
make it inappropriate, then simulation may occur.
Simulation is the creation of a mock situation and the
student performs as for real. The mentor makes a
judgement on performance taking into account the
limitation of the situation.

Questioning

Questioning is useful in checking the student understanding
of care and care skills. The performance of a practical skill
alone may not be sufficient to convince the mentor the
student is competent. As skill levels increase towards course
completion, the mentor may use questioning to establish a
deepening of associated knowledge and understanding.
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SWOT Analysis
As part of your reflections, you could undertake a SWOT analysis.
A SWOT analysis involves you reflecting on, and identifying your:
Strengths
Weaknesses
Opportunities
Threats

Strengths - What are you good at as a student nurse? What skills do you have as a student
nurse? What do others see your strengths as being? What other personal strengths do you
have?
Weaknesses - What are you not so good at as a student nurse? What skills could you
improve as a student nurse? What do others see your weaknesses as being? What areas are
you inexperienced in as a student nurse? What are your other personal areas of weakness?
Opportunities - What opportunities are there for you to undertake in your placement?
What opportunities are there for you to undertake outside of your placement? What
opportunities are there available for you to achieve your learning outcomes and skill
development? What areas of opportunity can your strengths support you in?
Threats - What obstacles do you face as a student nurse? What personal obstacles do you
face? What are the barriers to your learning and development? What are the barriers to
your skill development? Are any of your weaknesses a threat to you or your development?
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BN (Hons) Nursing (Adult)
Practice Assessment Document Level 5
Introduction
This online Practice Assessment Document (PAD) provides a record for achievement of practice
skills for students following a programme of study leading to eligibility for application to the
Nursing and Midwifery Council (NMC) as a Registered Nurse (Adult), and subsequent use of the
protected title.
Within the various documents of this PAD, a number of clinical competencies and Essential Skills
Clusters (ESC) are listed, all of which must be achieved at specified stages during the programme.
All practice competencies are assessed as either pass or fail. Some competencies are assessed
more than once, and a progression of skill through continuous assessment is expected, with the
student being deemed competent in all required skills at threshold, according to the NMC
Standards for Pre-Registration Nursing Education (2010), in order to qualify as an Adult Nurse.
In order to progress, the student is required to meet all of the standards at each Progression Point
(at the end of the first and second year of the programme); in order to meet the entry
requirements for the professional register, all of the final year competencies and ESCs must be
passed and agreed by the student’s Mentor (or other designated professional) at the end of the
final placement. All of the competencies and ESCs are underpinned by the four NMC Domains:
1. Professional values.
2. Communication and interpersonal skills.
3. Nursing practice and decision-making.
4. Leadership, management and team working.
Please note that not all of the standards need to be met during each individual placement – they
can be worked towards throughout each placement. They must, however, all be met by the end of
the Progression Point (at the end of the first, second and third year of the programme).
Should a student not make satisfactory progress on any assessed aspect during their placement,
they will receive appropriate feedback and an action plan will be put in place to support them and
the mentor on return to placement.
The Student Placement Handbook found on Moodle should be read in conjunction with this
document (requires an internet connection).
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Assessment Process for Students
1. Following orientation to the practice area, the student and mentor should meet and agree
a plan for meeting the competencies and skills for their placement. This meeting should be
recorded in the PAD. Students have been provided with Google Chromebooks, which can
be set up to allow offline access to the PAD in order for it to be completed. For instructions
on how to do this see the guide: Work on Google Drive Files Offline on your Chromebook
(requires
an
internet
connection).
2. The PAD remains the sole responsibility of the student for management of names/dates
and competency completion. The student can work on this ‘offline’. They will need to
connect to the internet, login to their Chromebook, and open Google Drive to sync any
changes.
3. Approximately mid-way through the placement (though ideally more frequently) the
student and mentor should meet again to discuss progress. The student should offer an
evaluation of their own progress, including achievements and any areas of difficulty before
attending the Mid-point Progress Interview. The ‘Mid-point Progress Interview’ document
should be completed by the student and the mentor.
At this meeting, progress should be discussed, and any concerns recorded using the
‘Mentor Cause for Concern’ form OR the ‘Action Plan’ form.
If the student appears unlikely to meet their learning objectives due to a lack of effort or
aptitude, this should be highlighted and the University tutor (via the link lecturer)
informed. If objectives are unlikely to be met for reasons beyond the control of the
student, this again should be raised with the link lecturer/course leader to explore
alternatives.
4. During the final week of the placement, the student and the mentor should meet for a final
interview. At this stage outstanding competencies should be assessed and initialed and
dated
by
the
mentor.
The mentor completes the summary of progress, making a final assessment of the
student’s
development.
5. The unit coordinator will record the outcome of the assessment in the student’s records.
In the event of the student not making satisfactory progress, the unit co-ordinator will
inform the course leader, and a plan for remedial action will be constructed.
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Record of Hours
Record of hours and absences are to be administered by the Faculty of Science Placement Office.
You can collect Record of Hours forms from the Faculty of Science Placement Office, James
Watson West.
You should return your Record of Hours forms promptly to the Faculty of Science Placement
Office, James Watson West at the end of each month. For Foundation Placements, the Record of
Hours can be returned at the end of the foundation placement block. Submission of timesheets is
essential for progression through the course

Learning Outcomes
The Learning Outcomes for Level 5 are:
1. For students to review their role in relation to statutory registration and accountable
practice.
2. Reflect on personal and professional achievements in practice placements and to analyse
future development needs
3. To discuss and explore the role of the team in delivering safe and effective nursing care
4. Engage with the units placement requirements and meet programme hours for level 5
5. Demonstrate achievement of the practice outcomes defined by placement learning
according NMC requirements at PP2.

Foundation Placements
During the first two years of the programme students will undertake ‘foundation’ placements.
These are short, non-assessed practice experiences. During this period the student will be
supervised by a registered professional; depending upon the nature of the practice area, this may
not necessarily be by a registered nurse.
The purpose of the foundation placements are to provide the student with experience of some of
the diverse roles a nurse can undertake. Some of these placements will not be available as
assessed placements, so present a unique opportunity to develop knowledge of health and social
care and its impact on the public, which supports learning across all of the academic units.
Prior to a foundation placement the student should consider the learning objectives that could be
achieved and these will be discussed and agreed with the supervisor at the start of the placement
(Initial Interview). As these are 3-week placements, only initial and final interviews will be
completed. The supervisor will provide feedback on the student’s performance. There may be
opportunity to complete EU directives during this time, and a reflection of the placement is
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
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required as part of the Person Centred Practice unit in year 1 (formative feedback). Competencies
and skills will not be formally assessed during foundation placements.
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Progression Points
In order to enter the register, the NMC requires students to demonstrate achievement of specific
outcomes by set ‘Progression Points’ at the end of each year/Progression Point, and on
completion of the programme, prior to seeking entry to the NMC register. By the end of Level 5,
the student will need to have met all the requirements set out in the ‘Second Progression Point
Criteria’ in Annexe 2 of the Standards for pre-registration nursing education (requires internet
access to view).
The NMC has identified skills and professional behaviours that a student must demonstrate by the
Second Progression Point. These criteria must normally be achieved during the student’s practice
learning but some may be met through simulation.
These criteria cover:
● Safety, safeguarding and protection of people of all ages, their carers and their families.
● Professional values, expected attitudes and the behaviours that must be shown towards
people, their carers, their families, and others.
The criteria reflect public expectations about nurses’ basic skills and their ability to communicate
effectively with people in vulnerable situations, ensuring their dignity is maintained at all times.
If a student is unable to demonstrate the required competencies, skills and behaviours by
Progression Point Two, through the assessment procedures set by the programme provider and
their partners, they will not normally be allowed to progress to the third part of the programme.
Most of the assessment will take place when providing direct care, but some may be through
simulation.

Competencies (Progression Point Two)
The competencies list the criteria that must be met as a minimum requirement by Progression
Point Two in any practice setting where people are receiving care, or through simulation. These
are listed within the ‘Progression Point Two Competencies’ document in the PAD. The student
must ensure that these documents are completed throughout their Placement time.
During Assessed Placement 3 students may not be able to evidence all the Progression Point Two
competencies. Students are required to complete the “Progression Point Two Competencies” (for
Placement one) document in the PAD, giving clear evidence of where they have consistently
demonstrated any competencies. Mentors will initial and date this document.
During Assessed Placement Four students will need to maintain the competencies met in
Placement Three, and demonstrate any other competencies not yet met. Students will be required
to complete the ‘Progression Point Two Competencies’ (for Placement Four) document in the PAD,
giving clear evidence of where they have consistently met any remaining competencies.
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
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All Progression Point Two Competencies must be consistently met by students, and initialed and
dated by mentors at the end of Placement Four.

Essential Skills Clusters
The Essential Skills Clusters (ESCs) are used as guidance and are incorporated into all preregistration nursing programmes. All the ESCs apply to all fields of nursing.
There are five essential skills clusters:
● care, compassion and communication;
● organisational aspects of care;
● infection prevention and control;
● nutrition and fluid management;
● medicines management.
Skills have not been identified for all Progression Points, therefore not all areas in the ESC tables
have been filled. ESCs support the achievement of the Competencies, however the ESCs do not
include all the skills and behaviours required of a registered nurse.
Click Here to View the Essential Skills Clusters to be completed by Progression Point 1 (by the end
of Level 4/Year 1).
Click Here to View the Essential Skills Clusters to be completed by Progression Point 2 (by the end
of Level 5/Year 2).
Click Here to View the Essential Skills Clusters to be completed by Progression Point 3/Entry to the
Register (by the end of Level 6/Year 3).
The achievement of the ESCs at each Progression Point will be recorded by the student within the
Clinical Skills Log/ Essential Skills Clusters Booklet.

Clinical Skills Log/ Essential Skills Clusters Booklet
The Clinical Skills Log/ Essential Skills Clusters Booklet is a paper document given to the student to
record the skills they have gained whilst in simulation and practice. It is also where the ESCs are
signed by mentors and academic staff. The student must ensure that they keep this document
with them at all times whilst on Placement, as the mentor may request to see it, and may record
and sign-off the student’s skills.
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Feedback from Those Receiving Care
Feedback from those receiving care is required for each assessed placement. The student will be
provided with a paper copy of that form in the Clinical Skills Log/ Essential Skills Clusters Booklet.
The mentor will approach the service user/carer/relative (anonymously) to ask them to complete
the feedback. The student should wait in a different room/area whilst the feedback is undertaken,
to ensure the service user can give open and honest feedback.
The mentor should discuss the feedback with the student either before or during the mid-point
and/or final interview. The student is required to reflect on this feedback and discuss with their
mentor during the mid-point and/or final interview.
Guidance on reflection can be found in the Foundations of Nursing Practice unit. Please see
Reflection and Reflective Strategies and Reflective Writing for further guidance.

Meeting EU Directive 2005/36/EC
During your programme you are required to demonstrate that you have met the EU Directive
2005/36/ EC, and this section of your PAD enables you to do so.
A student studying to become a Registered Nurse (Adult) must achieve EU Directive 2005/36/EC
and gain experience in:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

General and specialist medicine
General and specialist surgery
Child care and paediatrics
Maternity care
Mental health
Care of the older person
Home nursing

The academic tutor will support the student to identify and plan how they will meet this
requirement. The student should discuss this with their mentor in practice to determine whether
the opportunity will arise in that practice placement. Please use the instructions below, and the
documents ‘Meeting EU Directive 2005/36/EC’ to support this.
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Instructions:
● You should refer to the table on page 2 for examples of evidence that you could offer to
demonstrate that you have achieved the directive.
● Complete the forms in this document, providing evidence to demonstrate that you have
achieved all areas of this directive. Students are expected to complete a reflection when
they
have
encountered
the
following
areas:
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Midwifery
Child
Mental Health
Elderly
Medicine
Surgery
Home nursing
Learning

disability

● You need to provide at least 1 piece of evidence for each area within this EU Directive per
academic year of the programme.
● Overall, you need to provide at least 3 pieces of evidence for each area within this EU
Directive, over the three years of the programme. This must be completed by the end of
the programme in order to ensure that you have met the EU Directives and can been
recorded as such by the University, at a Board of Examiners.
● A blank template form is included at the end of this document. Please duplicate this by
template by copying and pasting it if you need further forms to provide evidence.
● If you have any queries regarding these you should contact your academic tutor.
At the end of each academic year, you will need to download and submit your completed EU
Directive document. Further guidance in relation to this will be given to you via Moodle.
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Examples of Evidence
The table below shows examples of evidence that you could offer as evidence to demonstrate
achievement of EU Directive 2005/36/EC.
Field

Potential practice placement
opportunities

Examples of clinical placements and
simulation/skills based learning
opportunities
(Examples are not exclusive)*

● Development/Assessed
placements
● Elective placement
● Simulation

●
●
●
●
●

Community nursing
Medical/acute placements
GP practice
Emergency department
Simulated practice

● Development/Assessed
placements
● Emergency Department
● Community based unscheduled
care services
● Theatres
● Critical Care
● Outpatients
● GP practice
● Elective placement
● Simulation

●
●
●
●
●
●

Medical/acute placements
GP practice
Community nursing
Emergency department
Simulated practice
Basic Life Support skills
(paediatrics)

Mental
Health

● Development/Assessed
placements
● Elective placement
● Simulation

●
●
●
●
●

Community nursing
Medical/acute placements
GP practice
Emergency department
Simulated practice

Elderly

● Development/Assessed
placements
● Elective placement
● Simulation

●
●
●
●
●

Community nursing
Medical/acute placements
GP practice
Emergency department
Simulated practice

Midwifery

Child
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Medicine

● Development/Assessed
placements
● Elective placement
● Simulation
● Community based unscheduled
care services
● Outpatients
● Critical Care

●
●
●
●

Community nursing
Medical/acute placements
GP practice
Emergency department

Surgery

● Elective
● Community nursing
● Surgical directive acute
placements
● GP practices
● Emergency department
● Community based unscheduled
care services
● Outpatients
● Critical Care
● Theatres

●
●
●
●
●

Community nursing
Medical/acute placements
GP practice
Emergency department
Simulated practice

Home
nursing

● Development/Assessed
placements
● Elective placement
● Simulation

●
●
●
●
●

Community nursing
GP practice
Emergency department
Simulated practice
Nursing and residential homes
Out patients departments

● Elective
● All

●
●
●
●
●

Community nursing
GP practice
Emergency department
Simulated practice
Nursing and residential homes
Out patients departments

Learning
disability

*Simulated practice and skills will encompass a range of high and low fidelity teaching and will
comprise care based scenarios and individual clinical skills
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Second Attempt (Retrieval)
If the student fails to complete all aspects of the Practice Assessment at the first attempt they will
be able to undertake a repeat placement to complete the assessment requirements (retrieval of
hours and/or retrieval of practice competencies). Students who do not achieve the requirements
of the Practice Assessment at the second attempt may be subject to discontinuation from the
programme.
● If a student fails to complete the required number of hours for a placement (at least 37.5
hours/week plus 5.0 hours reflection), they will need to ensure that they complete
additional placement hours at the end of the academic year.
● If a student fails to meet all the competencies for Progression Point Two, they will be
required to complete additional practice time to ensure they can meet and demonstrate all
competencies.
If it is felt a student is failing their placement, or is not on track to pass their placement, the
mentor will advise that the student needs to complete an Action Plan. Details for this can be found
in the Action Plan Template.

Supernumerary Status
The role of the student in practice is that of a learner, therefore they are required to be
supernumerary. The supernumerary status of students means that the student is extra to the
workforce establishment of the placement area. Therefore the service would continue to be
delivered without the student’s presence. This permits the student to undertake ‘spoke’ elements
of their placement when a learning opportunity has been identified by the student and agreed by
their mentor, to follow the patient’s journey where this involves leaving the placement area (hub)
to observe and learn from another experience or place of practice.
Despite this flexibility the student is still required to experience 24/7 healthcare provision and
should ensure that their working pattern still allows for 40% of their working time to be spent
with their mentor.

Infection Control
To reduce the risk of cross contamination of the Chromebook, it must be regularly cleaned with
sterile wipes. The student should not take their Chromebook onto the Ward and it should not be
used by patients or those receiving care.
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The Role of the Student
It is the role of the student to:
1. Contact new placement areas prior to commencing to introduce self and establish a
contact for the first day. If supervisors/mentors request to see any practice assessments
documents, students should send these to supervisors/mentors as required.
2. Negotiate duty rotas with the supervisor/mentor/co-ordinator to enable them to complete
at least 37.5 hours/week plus 5.0 hours reflection. 40% of placement time should be spent
with
their
mentor
(NMC
requirement).
3. Negotiate the learning competencies expected for the stage and work towards achieving
them.
4. Seek

help/advice

from

mentor/link

lecturer

when

required.

5. Notify nurse in charge/placement co-ordinator/personal tutor/course leader as soon as
possible
if
difficulties
arise
in
identifying/working
with
mentor.
6. Ensure that the Practice Assessment Document (PAD) is maintained and completed, and is
made available to the mentor/link lecturer whenever it is required.
7. Keep

records

of

practice

achievement

as

required.

8. Completed practice assessment documents should be sent to mentors in a timely fashion.
9. Take equal responsibility with the mentor in ensuring the initial, midpoint, and end of
placement meetings are carried out in a timely manner. All initial, midpoint, and end of
placement
meetings
should
be
face-to-face.
10. Undertake

remedial

action

as

required.

11. Only work within own limitations and adhere to local and national policies/professional
body guidance and regulatory standards.
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Key Documents
Faculty of Science Placement Handbook (on Moodle, requires internet connection).
NMC Code of Professional Conduct for Students (requires internet connection).
NMC Social Media Guidance (requires internet connection).
Raising Concern Guidance (requires internet connection).
Student Charter (requires internet connection).

Difficulties and Who to Contact
Experience or opportunities not available
If a student is having difficulty in achieving their required learning outcomes, skills or
competencies during a placement due to the practice experience or opportunities being
unavailable, they should contact their Link Lecturer.
Academic Difficulties
If a student is experiencing any other academic/pastoral difficulties during their placements they
should contact their Personal Tutor.
Technical Difficulties
If a student is experiencing technical difficulties completing their PAD online, or using their
Chromebook, they should contact sci-elearn@port.ac.uk
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Key Contacts
Link Lecturers
Link lecturers are assigned based on the postcode of the area in which the placement is being
undertaken.

Postcode Areas

Link Lecturer

North West Hampshire

Hannah Liversidge
(hannah.liversedge@port.ac.uk) or
Chris Allen (chris.allen@port.ac.uk)

Portsmouth area

Raph Morgan (raph.morgan@port.ac.uk) or
Lisa Farley (lisa.farley@port.ac.uk) or
Shelley Peacock (shelley.peacock@port.ac.uk)

Isle of Wight

Yvette Revell-Smith (yvette.revellsmith@port.ac.uk)

West Sussex

Suzanne Rampton
(suzanne.rampton@port.ac.uk) or
Carole Phillips (carole.phillips@port.ac.uk) or
Steve Searby (steve.searby@port.ac.uk)

Surrey and Sussex borders

Marj Woodhouse
(marjolein.woodhouse@port.ac.uk) or
Jenny Roddis (jenny.roddis@port.ac.uk)
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Other Contacts
Faculty of Science Placements Office:
Phone: 023 9284 4409
Email: sci.placements@port.ac.uk
Address:

James Watson (West)
2 King Richard 1 Road
Portsmouth
PO1 2FR

BN (Hons) Nursing (Adult) Course Leader:
Isobel Ryder
(isobel.ryder@port.ac.uk)
02392 84 2845

Personal Tutor Contacts
Melanie Tanner
melanie.tanner@port.ac.uk
02392 84 6819
Raph Morgan
raph.morgan@port.ac.uk
02392 84 6816
Lisa Farley
lisa.farley@port.ac.uk
02392 84 6812
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Yvette Revell-Smith
yvette.revell-smith@port.ac.uk
02392

84

6815

84

6817

84

6813

84

6814

Nick Purkis
nick.purkis@port.ac.uk
02392 84 6811

Debbi Atkinson
debbi.atkinson@port.ac.uk
02392
Kirsty Harris
kirsty.harris@port.ac.uk
02392
Gilly Mancz
gilly.mancz@port.ac.uk
02392
Sue Rourke
sue.rourke@port.ac.uk
02392 84 6810

Chris Allen
chris.allen@port.ac.uk

Louise Baxter
louise.baxter@port.ac.uk
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Hannah Liversedge
hannah.liversedge@port.ac.uk

Shelley Peacock
shelley.peacock@port.ac.uk

Carole Phillips
carole.phillips@port.ac.uk

Suzanne Rampton
suzanne.rampton@port.ac.uk

Jenny Roddis
jenny.roddis@port.ac.uk

Steve Searby
steve.searby@port.ac.uk

Marjolein Woodhouse
marjolein.woodhouse@port.ac.uk

Pauline McKeever
pauline.mckeever@port.ac.uk
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Guidance on the use of IT, Chromebooks and Google Drive
For information on guidance on the use of IT, Chromebooks and Google Drive, please see
the PAD IT Policy.
Naming conventions for documents and emails - please Click Here for guidance.
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Definition of Terms
For the purpose of this assessment process the following terms have been defined.
Assess

To gather appropriate information to enable the identification of
specific care needs required by each individual patient/client. This
will include consideration of physical, psychological, social,
economic, cultural and spiritual/religious aspects. This should take
into account the patient/client’s expressed needs/wishes,
perceived condition as presented, environmental and involvement
of other disciplines.

Colleagues

All members of the interdisciplinary team involved in patient care
services.

Communication

Evidence of acceptable communication skills includes: acceptable
posture adopted, positioning, active listening, appropriate eye
contact, tone of voice, an awareness of non-verbal
communication, barriers to communication and sensitivity and
responsiveness to the patient/client.
Evidence of effective communication includes: determining the
amount and level of information to be delivered, appropriate
timing and checking of understanding to enable informed choices
to be made.

Competence

The possession of an acceptable level of knowledge, skills and
attitudes required to function in a professional role. Psychomotor
skills are assessed using the scoring system within this document.
The interrelated and essential elements of knowledge,
understanding and attitudes are assessed via the clinical
assessment learning competencies.

Complex

Refers to situations where deviations from normal occur. This
could include emergency situation or input from other disciplines.

Describe

To give a written or verbal account.

Discuss

To present views (verbally) taking into account advantages,
disadvantages and alternative options based on experience
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and/or currently available evidence.
Empathy

An attempt to understand the situation as experienced from the
perspective/viewpoint of another person.

Evaluate

Review the effectiveness of a particular aspect of care
intervention and reassess the situation accordingly.

Plan

Develop a course of action based on the assessment. Priorities
should be set and included.

Professional behaviour

Demonstrates the skill, behaviour and attitudes appropriate to a
member of a profession. It requires the student to demonstrate
reliability, honesty, politeness, non-judgmental attitude and
consideration for others. This includes attitude, appearance,
attendance and timekeeping and applies both within and outside
the workplace.

Reflection

Reviewing certain aspects of an event to assist in understanding
the consequences and its usefulness in the future. The level of
reflective ability demonstrated will deepen as the course
progresses.

With direct supervision

The mentor needs to be present during the whole intervention
and features prominently in assisting the student to perform.

With indirect supervision

The student is able to function effectively with intermittent
advice/guidance as appropriate.
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Methods of Assessment
Direct observation

The mentor directly observes the student in the application
of a skill in clinical practice. This is the most frequently used
method of assessment. The mentor is able to verify that the
student actually does possess a certain skill, and may make
frequent use of this method to ensure the student is
consistent in their performance.

OSCE

Objective Structured Clinical Examination. The Objective
Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE) assessment method
is based on planned clinical encounters in which a
professional interviews, examines, informs, or otherwise
interacts with a student to elicit responses to known and
structured scenarios. Service users and lay individuals may
be used who are scripted and rehearsed to portray an actual
patient with a specific set of symptoms or clinical findings.
High fidelity simulators will also be utilised.

Testimony of others

The mentor relies upon the judgement of other practitioners
who have had an opportunity to assess the performance of
the student. The mentor must verify the accuracy of the
[verbal] testimony, and often will use more than one source.

Simulation

When a skill cannot be directly performed owing to
restriction in a clinical setting, or for other reasons, which
make it inappropriate, then simulation may occur.
Simulation is the creation of a mock situation and the
student performs as for real. The mentor makes a
judgement on performance taking into account the
limitation of the situation.

Questioning

Questioning is useful in checking the student understanding
of care and care skills. The performance of a practical skill
alone may not be sufficient to convince the mentor the
student is competent. As skill levels increase towards course
completion, the mentor may use questioning to establish a
deepening of associated knowledge and understanding.
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It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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SWOT Analysis
As part of your reflections, you could undertake a SWOT analysis.
A SWOT analysis involves you reflecting on, and identifying your:
Strengths
Weaknesses
Opportunities
Threats

Strengths - What are you good at as a student nurse? What skills do you have as a student
nurse? What do others see your strengths as being? What other personal strengths do you
have?
Weaknesses - What are you not so good at as a student nurse? What skills could you
improve as a student nurse? What do others see your weaknesses as being? What areas are
you inexperienced in as a student nurse? What are your other personal areas of weakness?
Opportunities - What opportunities are there for you to undertake in your placement?
What opportunities are there for you to undertake outside of your placement? What
opportunities are there available for you to achieve your learning outcomes and skill
development? What areas of opportunity can your strengths support you in?
Threats - What obstacles do you face as a student nurse? What personal obstacles do you
face? What are the barriers to your learning and development? What are the barriers to
your skill development? Are any of your weaknesses a threat to you or your development?

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Placement Handbook and Guidance for Mentors
Message from Programme Lead
Thank you for taking an active role in the education and development of student nurses from the University of Portsmouth. Throughout this
document we refer to ‘mentors’ as a generic term relating to those who support, teach, assess and manage students in placement but we recognise
that specific terms/titles do apply in some areas. Practice placements, and the associated practice assessments, are an integral, highly valued part of
the course.
Students have a great deal to achieve during their programmes of study; both the University and Practice Placements have a role to play in
maintaining the highest standards of care for the public. The course prepares students to graduate as a newly qualified Adult Nurse, eligible to seek
registration as such with the Nursing and Midwifery Council.
In making the award of BN (Hons) Nursing (Adult), the University must be assured of the student being:
I. Fit for Practice - Practice outcomes which demonstrate the threshold requirements meet the standards of proficiency and subject
benchmarks.
II. Fit for Purpose - The students must meet the changing needs of the Health Service, standards of professional conduct and ethical practice.
III. Fit for Award - The Educational Standard is commensurate with the level of award, and has been upheld with appropriate academic rigour.
The University of Portsmouth course is delivered over three years and meets the Nursing and Midwifery Council standards for pre-registration
nursing (2010).
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The programme philosophy and the standards set by the Nursing and Midwifery Council have the patient as the central focus, with the emphasis on
safe patient care. The Mentor, as a registered practitioner who has undergone an NMC approved mentorship programme, is considered to be the
“expert” in making a judgement about a student’s performance in practice. Additional support is always available from a range of sources for all
mentors.
All the practice outcomes within the PAD have been set by the Nursing and Midwifery Council and are attached to three specific units of study – one
at each stage [year] of the course. Further details are in the BN (Adult) programme and Unit handbooks. The recording of placement outcomes is via
the Practice Assessment Document (PAD), which is integral to the student’s professional development and assessment of their performance in
practice settings.
Finally, on behalf of the programme team, we wish you a productive and rewarding relationship with your students and thank you for your support
and continued commitment.
Kind regards
Isobel Ryder
Programme Lead
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Guidance for Mentors
Development and Assessment of Practical Skills
The development of nursing skills and competencies are key elements of the curriculum, many of which are initially practiced in simulation, before
embarking on assessed placements. Learning in acute and community placements is an essential, integrated and valued part of the programme.
Students are required to achieve specific competencies, which have been identified by the NMC and are explicit in the PAD. For mentors, observation
of the student’s work in clinical practice will normally be the main assessment method; however, it is possible that the student will work with others
while on placement. In this case, mentors are able to gain information or evidence about the student’s performance from these colleagues.
Students will benefit from guidance, supervision and support from their mentors throughout a range of practice settings. In addition to their PAD,
students are expected to demonstrate further knowledge of practice, by reflecting on and analysing their clinical practice through structured
reflections on each placement.

NMC Mentor Standards and Requirements
An NMC mentor is a registrant who, following successful completion of an NMC approved mentor preparation programme – or comparable
preparation that has been accredited by an AEI as meeting the NMC mentor requirements – has achieved the knowledge, skills and competence
required to meet the defined outcomes (NMC 2008, p 23).
It is recognised that at times the student will not be working with a designated mentor. However, they MUST ALWAYS be supervised by a registered
practitioner. A register of mentors is maintained by the Faculty Placement Office and the ongoing development of mentors will be monitored as part
of the audit process. All placements are subject to an education audit.
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Your Role as a Mentor
The support and teaching that students gain in the practice setting is an enormously important aspect of this programme. We really value the
contribution that you make and are keen to support you throughout the process.
The NMC (2008) indicate that mentors are responsible and accountable for:
● Organising and coordinating student learning activities in practice.
● Supervising students in learning situations and providing them with constructive feedback on their achievements.
● Setting and monitoring achievement of realistic learning objectives.
● Assessing total performance – including skills, attitudes and behaviours.
● Providing evidence as required by programme providers of student achievement or lack of achievement.
● Liaising with others (e.g. mentors, sign-off mentors, practice facilitators, practice teachers, personal tutors, programme leaders) to provide
feedback, identify any concerns about the student’s performance and agree action as appropriate.
● Providing evidence for, or acting as, sign-off mentors with regard to making decisions about achievement of proficiency at the end of a
programme.
Please note, in some areas of the PAD documents, it asks students to complete reflections to an academic standard, using APA referencing. It is not
the responsibility of supervisors/mentors to review the style in which the reflection has been written, or if the referencing is accurate. The nursing
team at the University of Portsmouth will answer any questions or queries students have about this, and review as necessary.
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Key Contacts
Please do not hesitate to contact the course leader, course team or Faculty Placement Office for any advice or information at any time, or if you
experience any issues.
Faculty Placement Office:

Phone:

02392 845530

Email:

sci.placements@port.ac.uk

Nursing Placements Contact:

Email:

nursing-placements@port.ac.uk

Completed Documents:
(please email all completed Practice Assessment Documents to this
email address. We ask that you please ensure you use your
work/professional email address when sending these documents).

Email:

nursinglandt@port.ac.uk

Technology Enhanced Learning Support:
(please email with any technical issues or other problems related to
completing the documents within the Practice Assessment Document).

Email:

sci-elearn@port.ac.uk

Mentor Support number (07712232202)
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Cause for Concern Guidance
Many issues which are minor can be resolved immediately and at the earliest stage. The purpose of the BN Mentor/Practice supervisor Cause for
Concern form is to ensure both the student and the University are aware of any issue which sits beyond this or has not been resolved through the
normal action plan.
Whilst this is not limited to, it is particularly directing you to consider the following concerns:
● Any concern about patient safety.
● Concern about the student’s well being.
● Lack of professionalism.
● Lack of clinical/skill progress.
The best practice is to complete this form either during or immediately after discussion with the student, please complete the initial section and
email to the placement learning environment leads/practice educator and link lecturer of the student.

Please Click Here to access the BN Mentor/Practice supervisor Cause for Concern form.
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Placement Assessment Procedures
● There are two assessed placements in each year of the BN programme and these make up the formal opportunities for a student to meet
the practice competencies required by the NMC. Each of these formal assessed placements will enable formative assessment (at initial and
mid-point
interview),
prior
to
final
formal
assessment
and
the
end
of
the
placement.
● If the mentor feels that a student is not making satisfactory progress at any formative point and on any assessed aspect of their placement,
they will need to give the student appropriate feedback and support the student to develop an action plan, so that the student can work
towards
the
end-point
assessment
with
support
and
guidance.
● The record of achievement for practice skills for students is recorded within the Practice Assessment Document (PAD). The PAD remains the
responsibility
of
the
student,
for
the
management
of
names,
dates
and
competency
completion.
● Within the PAD document itself, a number of competencies are listed, all of which must be achieved at specified stages during the
programme. All competencies are assessed more than once and a progression of skill is expected, with the student being deemed competent
in
all
required
skills,
prior
to
qualifying
with
the
award
of
BN
(Hons)
Nursing
(Adult).
● During the final week of placement, the mentor and the student should meet to conduct the final interview. At this stage, the mentor and
the student should review any outstanding competencies and professional behaviours and complete the final interview. The mentor should
take account of decisions made by, and feedback from, other registered colleagues during the specific placement, although this is
augmented by the mentor’s experience and judgements from the time that they have spent working with the student.
● Please remember that the final decision recorded in the PAD at the final interview should not be a surprise to either the student or the
mentor.
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● At (or shortly after) the final interview, the mentor needs to record the final assessment of the student’s development and progress. The
mentor should be confident in the decision that they make in relation to the assessment of the student.
● Students are supernumerary throughout all placement allocations. However, this does not mean they are an observer; they are expected to
engage as part of a team and contribute to patient care commensurate with the stage of their programme, always under the supervision of
a registered practitioner, whose expertise and professional judgement of the student define the scope of engagement at all stages.
● If there are any concerns with regards to the student throughout their Placement, these should be recorded using the ‘Mentor cause for
concern’ form.
● All interviews (initial, midpoint and final) between supervisors/mentors should be face-to-face.
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Introduction to the Practice Assessment Document and the Placement Process
The Practice Assessment Document (PAD) provides a record of achievement in practice for BN (Hons) Nursing students, currently on a programme
of study, leading to eligibility to seek registration as a Nurse, with the Nursing & Midwifery Council (NMC), and subsequent use of this protected
title.
Within the PAD, a number of clinical competencies and professional behaviours are identified, alongside the Essential Skills Clusters. These
competencies are derived from the current standards for pre-registration nurse education. Some skills and behaviours will be assessed several
times throughout the programme and we anticipate that students will grow and develop throughout the programme. By the end of the
programme, the student must be deemed competent in all required aspects, in order to pass.
The following offers guidance to mentors with regards to the (PAD) and recommends what should be covered with the student at each stage of the
placement.
It is the responsibility of the student to arrange to meet with their mentor at each of the three stages detailed below.
Please see the Mentor and student PAD process flowchart an overview of this process. The table below gives the same information but in more
detail.
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Initial Interview

Midpoint Review
(Not required for foundation placements)

Final Review

Recommended within the first meeting

Recommended within 3-4 weeks from start of
placement

Recommended during final week of
placement

Student and mentor (or/and buddy mentor)
meet to undertake the Initial Placement
Interview and Induction Programme for
Students.
This meeting should include the following:
● Duty rosters negotiated with the
mentor/coordinator to enable the
student nurse to complete 37.5
hours/week plus 5 hours reflecting on
their learning from placement (40% of
time should be spent with mentor as an
NMC requirement).
● Identify learning objectives and
additional learning opportunities, and
discuss any possible EU Directives.
● For assessed placements, the
Progression Point Competencies
document can also be discussed.

Student and mentor meet to undertake the
Midpoint Review. Progress so far towards
learning needs set from initial interview.
Feedback should be given so that, where
identified, there are opportunities for the
student to improve prior to the Final Review.
Feedback should be delivered with sensitivity
and in a manner that will enhance learning.
This meeting should include the following:
● Discussion of the service user feedback
obtained by the Mentor, and to review
with student nurse (if required,
feedback can formulate an action plan
accordingly).
● Student Nurse to self-reflect on
progression and include achievements
and any areas of difficulty prior to
meeting, and discussed during the

Student and mentor meet to undertake the
Final Review.
● Prior to the meeting, the student nurse
should reflect upon the placement,
including what they felt went well and
any ideas about what they would want
to develop in their next practice
placement, and this should be discussed
within the Final Review meeting.
● Any outstanding competencies should
be assessed.
● Mentor to discuss a summary of
progress and make a final assessment
of the student’s development.
● If a fail is recorded, any learning needs
must be documented and made explicit
in the comments section.
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● Student Induction Programme
undertaken based on areas identified
within relevant section of the “Initial
Placement Documentation”, and any
other areas identified by the mentor
and/or student.

●

●

●

●

meeting.
Review whether the student nurse is on
track for achieving competencies and
essential skills clusters.
If the student is unlikely to meet
objectives for reasons beyond the
control of the student, this should be
raised with the link lecturer/course
tutor.
If the student is unlikely to meet their
learning objectives by the end of the
proposed placement due to lack of
effort or aptitude, this should be
highlighted to the University tutor (via
the link lecturer). An Action Plan should
also be completed by the student and
sent to their Mentor.
Mentors should then email the action
plan to the University of Portsmouth.
The completed action plan should be
sent to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk and
nursing-placements@port.ac.uk. This
will then allow the University to support
both the student and the mentor.
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Initial Interview
Documents to Complete
1. Initial Placement Documentation
The student will complete the following
sections of the document:
● Details of the placement.
● Their learning objectives.

Midpoint Review
Documents to Complete
2. Midpoint Progress Interview
The student will complete the following
sections of the document:
● Details of the placement.
● Student self-assessment (outcomes
achieved, areas to develop etc.).

In conjunction with their mentor, the student
will complete the following sections of the
The mentor will complete:
document:
● Mentor Midpoint Review section.
● Points discussed at the initial placement
interview.
Please send this document to
● Student Notes in relation to the
nursinglandt@port.ac.uk once finalised.
induction programme.
If you consider that the student is not on target
to successfully complete and pass the PAD by
The student will then email this document to
the end of the placement, it will be necessary
their mentor. The mentor should then
to send a completed Action Plan to
complete the “Mentor Completion” section
and email the final document to
nursinglandt@port.ac.uk and nursingnursinglandt@port.ac.uk.
placements@port.ac.uk, once completed.
Please see the Action Plan guidance.

Final Review
Documents to Complete
3. Final Interview and Completion
The student will complete the following
sections of the document:
● Details of the placement.
● Student reflection.
The mentor will complete:
● Mentor Final Review section.
The student will also need to complete their
Progression Point Competencies document
(not required for foundation placements).
The mentor should add comments and
complete both the Progression Point
Competencies and Final Review documents.
Please send all documents to
nursinglandt@port.ac.uk once finalised.

Please contact the University at any stage if you need any clarification, advice or support.
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Assessing the Student
Questions that you may want to consider when making an assessment:
● Are you confident that you have good evidence that the student has consistently met the performance criteria for achieving a pass?
● Are you confident that the student can, and should, progress to the next level?
● Are you confident that the student can discuss the knowledge underpinning their practice?
● Do you agree that the student’s self-assessment accurately reflects their performance?
The following guidance has also been developed to help your decision making.
Students must achieve and maintain each stage of proficiency and skill in order to:
● Ensure standards of service user care are maintained.
● Progress from each part of the programme.
● Prepare for the responsibilities of registration – at the end of the 2nd part of the programme.
● Enter the register – at the end of the 3rd part of the programme.
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Assessment Outcomes
Assessment Decision
PASS

FAIL

Criteria
During this placement, the student has consistently:
● Demonstrated achievement of all of the specified competencies.
● Demonstrated professional values and/or behaviours.
● Demonstrated safe, person-centred practice.
During this placement the student has NOT:
● Consistently demonstrated achievement of some (during Placement 1, 3 and 5), or all (during Placement 2, 4 and
6) of the specified competencies.
● Consistently demonstrated professional values and/or behaviours.
● Consistently demonstrated safe practice.

Feedback from Those Receiving Care
Feedback from those receiving care is required for each assessed placement. The student will be provided with a copy of this forms within their
Essential Skills Cluster booklets. The student will need to give their mentor access to the person receiving care form within their Essential Skills
cluster book. p. The mentor will approach the service user/carer/relative (anonymously) to ask them to complete the feedback. The student should
wait in a different room/area whilst the feedback is undertaken, to ensure the service user can give open and honest feedback.
The mentor should discuss the feedback with the student either before or during the mid-point and/or final interview. The student is required to
reflect on this feedback and discuss with their mentor during the mid-point and/or final interview.
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Action Plan
Should a student not make satisfactory progress on any assessed aspect during their placement, they will receive appropriate feedback, and an
action plan will be put in place to support them and the mentor on return to placement. The mentor should also complete the ‘Mentor Cause for
Concern’ form.
The process for completing the action plan template can be found on the action plan flowchart. Please note, this is only required if a student is failing

the placement.

Click Here to access the Action Plan Template.
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Progression Points
The

NMC

has

set

minimum

requirements

that

must

be

met

by

the

first

and

second

progression

points.

In addition to these, programme providers will identify their own outcomes that students must achieve by each progression point. These will be
based on local need, programme design and organisation of learning in practice. They will make sure that a student is safe and adequately prepared
to take part in the full range of practice learning opportunities without risk to the public. NMC quality assurance processes will confirm this through
approval and monitoring.

First Progression Point
The NMC has identified skills and professional behaviours that a student must demonstrate by the first progression point. These criteria must
normally be achieved during the student’s practice learning but some may be met through simulation.
These criteria cover:
● Safety, safeguarding and protection of people of all ages, their carers and their families.
● Professional values, expected attitudes and the behaviours that must be shown towards people, their carers, their families, and others.
The criteria reflect public expectations about nurses’ basic skills and their ability to communicate effectively with people in vulnerable situations,
ensuring their dignity is maintained at all times. The essential skills clusters in Annexe 3 (page 103 in the NMC Standards for pre-registration nursing
education)
also
address
some
of
these
concerns
and
form
guidance
within
these
standards.
CLICK HERE to access this document (requires an internet connect).
If a student is unable to demonstrate these skills and behaviours by progression point one, through the assessment procedures set by the
programme provider and their partners, they will not normally be allowed to progress to the second part of the programme.
17
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Most of the assessment will take place when providing direct care but some may be through simulation.
Students will evidence where competencies have been achieved/met throughout their Placements.
At the end of a placement, Mentors will be asked to initial and date against competencies that the student has achieved/met during that placement,
via the Competencies Progression Point document.

Second Progression Point
The NMC has set minimum requirements that must be demonstrated by the second progression point. Programme providers must set learning
outcomes that allow the student to show that they can work more independently, with less direct supervision, in a safe and increasingly confident
way to extend their knowledge and skills. Students must be allowed to demonstrate their ability to work as autonomous practitioners by the point of
registration. This will also ensure that students are able to make safe and effective use of practice learning, which includes less direct supervision in
the final part of the programme. This enables students to be confident and fit for practice by entry to the register.
Students must demonstrate this before being allowed to progress to the third and final part of the programme.
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Essential Skills Clusters (2010)
Essential skills clusters (ESCs) support the achievement of the competencies at all progression points, and criteria for assessment at the first
progression point. However, the ESCs do not include all the skills and behaviours required of a registered nurse.
There are five essential skills clusters:
● Care, compassion and communication.
● Organisational aspects of care.
● Infection prevention and control.
● Nutrition and fluid management.
● Medicines management.

Skills have not been identified for all progression points. Therefore, not all columns in the ESC table have been filled. Where there is a gap, skills
identified at a later progression point might be achieved at an earlier point.
A full list of all the ESCs for the first progression point can be found HERE.
A full list of all the ESCs for second progression point can be found HERE.
A full list of all the ESCs for third progression point (entry to the register) can be found HERE.
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Meeting EU Directive 2005/36/EC
A student studying to become a Registered Nurse (Adult) must achieve EU Directive 2005/36/EC and gain experience in:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

General and specialist medicine
General and specialist surgery
Child care and paediatrics
Maternity care
Mental health
Care of the older person
Home nursing

The academic tutor will support the student to identify and plan how they will meet this requirement. The student should discuss this with their
mentor in practice to determine whether the opportunity will arise in that practice placement. Please use the document ‘Meeting EU Directive
2005/36/EC’ to support this.
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Naming conventions for documents and emails
As part of the placement process, mentors and students are required to complete various documents in the PAD at different stages of the
placements. The table below recommends the naming convention that should be used for these documents and the email subject that should be
used when sending these documents to the student.
For further guidance on completing documents for placements please see the Mentor and Student process flowchart.
Placement

Document file name

Action required by
supervisor/mentor

Email subject

Foundation Placement 1 /
Development Placement 1

F1.0. Foundation Placement One
/ Development Placement 1

Read student comments. Conduct
Initial Placement Interview and Final
Placement Interview. Complete
“Final Review and Completion”
section, name and date and return
to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk

F1.0. Foundation Placement One complete /
D1.0. Development Placement One
- complete

Foundation Placement 2 /
Development Placement 2

F2.0. Foundation Placement 2 /
Development Placement 2

Read student comments. Conduct
Initial Placement Interview and Final
Placement Interview. Complete
“Final Review and Completion”
section, name and date and return
to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk

F2.0. Foundation Placement Two complete /
D1.0. Development Placement One
- complete

Placement 1 / Placement 2

P1.1. Initial Placement
Documentation /
P2.1. Initial Placement

Read student comments, conduct
Initial Placement Interview, name
and date and return to

P1.1. Initial Placement
Documentation - complete /
P2.1. Initial Placement
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Documentation

nursinglandt@port.ac.uk

Documentation - complete

Placement 1 / Placement 2

P1.2. Midpoint Progress
Interview /
P2.2. Midpoint Progress
Interview

Read student comments, complete
Mentor Mid-Point Review, name
and date and return to
nursinglandt@port.ac.uk

P1.2. Midpoint Progress Interview
- complete /
P2.2. Midpoint Progress Interview
- complete

Placement 1 / Placement 2

P1.3. Progression Point One
Competencies (Placement One) /
P2.3. Progression Point One
Competencies (Placement Two)

Read student comments. Initial and
date under “Mentor Completion”
column of Progression Point Criteria
table. Add Mentor comments on
Progression Points, name and date
and return to
nursinglandt@port.ac.uk

P1.3. Progression Point One
Competencies (Placement One) complete /
P2.3. Progression Point One
Competencies (Placement Two) complete

Placement 1 / Placement 2

P1.4. Final Interview and
Completion /
P2.4. Final Interview and
Completion

Read student comments, name and
date and return to
nursinglandt@port.ac.uk
Complete action plan if required

P1.4. Final Interview and
Completion - complete /
P2.4. Final Interview and
Completion - complete

Placement 3 / Placement 4

P3.1. Initial Placement
Documentation /
P4.1. Initial Placement
Documentation

Read student comments, conduct
Initial Placement Interview, name
and date and return to
nursinglandt@port.ac.uk

P3.1. Initial Placement
Documentation - complete
P4.1. Initial Placement
Documentation - complete

Placement 3 / Placement 4

P3.2. Midpoint Progress
Interview

Read student comments, complete
Mentor Mid-Point Review, name

P3.2. Midpoint Progress Interview
- complete /
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P4.2. Midpoint Progress
Interview

and date and return to
nursinglandt@port.ac.uk

P4.2. Midpoint Progress Interview
- complete

Placement 3 / Placement 4

P3.3. Progression Point Two
Competencies (Placement Three)
/
P4.3. Progression Point Two
Competencies (Placement Four)

Read student comments. Initial and
date under “Mentor Completion”
column of Progression Point Criteria
table. Add Mentor comments on
Progression Points, name and date
and return to
nursinglandt@port.ac.uk

P3.3. Progression Point Two
Competencies (Placement Three) complete /
P4.3. Progression Point Two
Competencies (Placement Four) complete

Placement 3 / Placement 4

P3.4. Final Interview and
Completion /
P4.4. Final Interview and
Completion

Read student comments, name and
date and return to
nursinglandt@port.ac.uk
Complete action plan if required

P3.4. Final Interview and
Completion - complete
P4.4. Final Interview and
Completion - complete

Guidance on the use of IT, Chromebooks and Google Drive
For information on guidance on the use of IT, Chromebooks and Google Drive, please see the PAD IT Policy.
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BN Mentor/Practice supervisor Cause for Concern
Form.
Guidance
Many issues which are minor can be resolved immediately and at the earliest stage. The
purpose of this form is to ensure both the student and the University are aware of any issue
which sits beyond this or has not been resolved through the normal action plan.
Whilst this is not limited to, it is particularly directing you to consider the following
concerns:
● Any concern about patient safety
● Concern about the student’s well being
● Lack of professionalism
● Lack of clinical/skill progress
The best practice is to complete this form either during or immediately after discussion with
the student, please complete the initial section and email to the placement learning
environment leads/practice educator and link lecturer of the student.
You should expect a prompt response, if this is not the case then contact the Science
Faculty Placement Office (T: 023 9284 4409 E: sci.placements@port.ac.uk) or the Course
Leader (Isobel Ryder E: isobel.ryder@port.ac.uk).
Name of Student:
Name of Mentor:
Contact details:
Phone:
Email:
Date of meeting with student:
Placement area:
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Nature of concern:

Evidence to support concern:

What actions/plans have already taken place:

Now send to the University of Portsmouth: nursing-placements@port.ac.uk
Date reviewed by UoP:
Agreed action plan:

Review date of action plan:
Student agreement:
I have discussed the concerns with my mentor and University tutor and understand the issue/s.
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I agree to the plan as stated above, and the time frame for review.
Student signature:
UoP Tutor signature & date
Mentor Signature & date

Date:

Placement start

Student contacts mentor to arrange initial interview

Student placement induction

I
n
i
t
i
a
l

Student completes initial placement documentation
and learning outcomes

Mentor completes Mentor section
Yes

Amendments needed by
student?

No

Processed by
University of
Portsmouth

Sign-off and email to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk

Student contacts mentor to arrange midpoint
progress interview

Student completes Midpoint Progress Interview
document (details of placement and student selfassessment) and emails it to mentor

M
i
d
p
o
i
n
t

Mentor completes Mentor Midpoint Review section
Yes

Amendments needed by
student?

See Action
Plan
flowchart

Complete action plan
template
(student failing/negative
feedback)

No

Student on target to
pass?

Yes

Processed by
University of
Portsmouth

Sign-off and email to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk

Student contacts mentor to arrange final interview

Student completes Progression Point Competencies
document

Processed by
University of
Portsmouth

Mentor adds comments, sign-off and email to nursing

Student completes Final Review documents (details of
placement and student reflection) and emails it to
mentor

Mentor completes Final Review section
Yes

F
i
n
a
l

Amendments needed by
student?

No

See Action
Plan
flowchart

Complete action plan
template
(student failing/negative
feedback)

No

Student on target to
pass?

Yes

Sign-off and email to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk

Placement end

Processed by
University of
Portsmouth

Version 2 January 2018.

Action Plan
Guidance
Your mentor may ask you to complete an action plan if any of the following occur (these are examples only, and there may be other reasons for an
Action Plan to be put into place):
1. Feedback from those receiving care is more negative than positive;
2. At the midpoint interview (if required);
a. If it looks like you may not achieve the placement learning outcomes.
b. If you are not going to meet the required number of placement hours.
c. If you are not going to meet all of the required competencies (by the end of PLacement Two).
d. If your mentor has any other concerns regarding your progression throughout the placement.
3. At the end of a placement if it has been failed.

Instructions

Students: If you have been told to complete an action plan, please take a copy of this document and save it to your PAD folder. Complete all
relevant details in this form. If you wish to discuss this with your mentor, please download it as a Word Document (File > download as… Microsoft
Word.docx) and email it to your mentor from your University email account. If your mentor adds additional comments, please ensure that when
you receive these, you include any updates/changes to the original document in your PAD folder. When this form is complete, download it as a
Word Document (as above) and email it to your mentor from your University email account. Your mentor will then sign-off the document and send
it to your admin office for processing.
Please ensure the latest version of this document is in your PAD folder. If it is not, please contact nursinglandt@port.ac.uk
Mentors: Please complete the “Mentor Action Plan sign-Off” section of this document. Once all sections of the form are complete, please send the
final version to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk AND nursing-placements@port.ac.uk for processing. This must be sent from your work/professional
email account.
If you have any questions regarding completing this form please contact nursinglandt@port.ac.uk

Name of Student:

UoP ID Number:

Name of Placement:

Dates of placement:

Personal Tutor:

Personal Tutor Contact Details:

Link Lecturer:

Link Lecturer Contact Details:

Mentor:

Buddy Mentor:

Placement phone number:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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SMART
When creating your action plan you should consider using the SMART model. The SMART model breaks helps you to consider your objectives using
the
following
criteria:

S
M
A

Specific

State exactly what you want to accomplish (think; who, what, where, why).

Measurable

How will you demonstrate the extent to which the goal has been met?

Achievable

Will you be able to complete the objective? Your objectives should be challenging but realistic.

Relevant

How is this objective related to your training and how does it support your overall development?

Time-based

Specify when the objective will be completed or within what time-frame.

Placement Details

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.

3

Student Action Plan
Please consider the SMART model above when completing your action plan.
What are your objectives? What do you need to
achieve? Areas for improvement or development?

Date to be
completed by:

How are you going to
achieve this?

How are you going to
evidence that it has been
achieved?

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Mentor Action Plan Sign-Off
Mentor comments on the action plan:

Mentor signature (type name):
Date:
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.

5

The completed action plan should be emailed to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk and nursing-placements@port.ac.uk.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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EXAMPLE January 2018

Feedback from those receiving care
Student Name:
Mentor or Buddy Mentor Name:
Consent gained from the person
receiving care or their carer?

Introduction
Feedback is required for each placement (if appropriate). The mentor should complete this form
with the person receiving care (anonymously). Feedback can be gained from a carer or relative
(anonymously), or peer feedback from a colleague may be given.
The student is required to reflect on this feedback and discuss with their mentor, to ensure
ongoing development.

Feedback
The health needs of the population are changing at an unprecedented rate. At the University of
Portsmouth we are supporting our future nurses to become caring, compassionate and highly
skilled individuals, who will work to meet the health needs of our local communities. Please
complete the form below regarding the performance of the student nurse.
If feedback cannot be gained from those receiving care, please add any peer feedback gained in
the box below:

EXAMPLE

Please include a comment for each criteria under the columns.
Please can you identify
how the student has
made you feel?
I felt listened to by the
student.

I felt the student
considered my
preference when
providing care,
treatment and/or
assistance.
I felt I was given enough
time so that my care
was not rushed.

All of the time

Some of the time

Never

EXAMPLE
I felt my care was
explained to me in a
way I could understand.

They were kind,
respectful and
compassionate.

Mentor Signature:
Date:

Version 1 May 2017.

IT Disclaimer for Students, Mentors and University Staff
Students and University Staff
It is the responsibility of the student and academic members of staff to ensure that they
have up-to-date antivirus software installed and enabled on their device. Google Drive Virus
scanning must be enabled at all times when using University provided Chromebooks.
Only files provided by the Nursing course team as part of your PAD should be uploaded to
your Google Drive PAD folder.
If you are working on the PAD on another device (e.g., home PC or laptop) you must ensure
that up-to-date antivirus software is installed and enabled on it. The University offers free
Sophos antivirus software for students and members of staff. To install Sophos on your
personal device please follow the instructions below:
● Install Sophos antivirus
(Mac): https://kb.myport.ac.uk/Article/Index/12/4?id=2715&fromwidget=false&sear
chid=0&isSearch=true
● Install Sophos antivirus (Windows):
https://kb.myport.ac.uk/Article/Index/12/4?id=2714&fromwidget=false&searchid=0
&isSearch=true
● Install Sophos antivirus (Linux):
https://kb.myport.ac.uk/Article/Index/12/4?id=2542&fromwidget=false&searchid=0
&isSearch=true

Mentors
It is the responsibility of the mentor to ensure that their workplace allows access to the
software required to complete the PAD including cloud based computing software.
If you are working on the PAD on another device (e.g., home PC or laptop etc) you must
ensure that this has up-to-date antivirus software installed and enabled on it.

University Policy
For further information on IT usage please see the University’s IT Policies:
● http://www.port.ac.uk/accesstoinformation/policies/informationservices/

Version 1 May 2017.

Underst anding t he UoP Pract ice
Assessment Document (PAD)

Overview of t he PAD
The PAD is the practice assessment documents that you complete to give evidence of
your time in placement (practice). They are contained within folders in Google Drive.
You have 4 placements in Year One (Level 4). Within each placement, you will undertake
a series of interviews, and complete associated documents before, during and after
these interviews:
Foundation Placement One - Initial and final interview - one document
Foundation Placement Two - Initial and final interview - one document
Placement One (Assessed) - Initial, midpoint and final interview - four documents
Placement Two (Assessed) - Initial, midpoint and final interview - four documents

St ruct ure
Created and delivered to students via Google Drive.
Can be accessed by students offline on their Chromebooks.
Documents are downloaded by students (as Word documents) and emailed to
supervisors/mentors for completion.

St ruct ure
● Year One -> Contains folders for the foundation and assessed placements, and the
EU Directives.
● Students have editing access to the whole folder before going out to Foundation
Placement One.
● Editing access removed from each folder the Monday morning AFTERyou finish
your placement.
● Supervisors/mentors should return documents from a work or professional email
account , to nursinglandt@ port.ac.uk as soon as they have been completed, and
at the latest, by the Monday AFTER the student has finished their placement.

Foundat ion Placement s Document at ion
●

One document per Foundation Placement.

●

Student Learning Objectives and Initial Interview:
○
○

●

Students complete the “Reflection and Learning Objectives” before starting placement - this should
be downloaded and emailed to your supervisor if possible, before the start of the placement.
Students complete the next two sections during their induction and initial placement interview
(should be undertaken within the first week of placement).

Final Interview and Completion - Foundation Placement One:
○

Students complete the “Student Reflection” before meeting with their supervisor (download as a
Word document and email to their supervisor).

Supervisors then complete their section during or after the Final Interview (blue headings) and
email the completed document to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk
UoP then upload the final document to the student’s PAD folder.

Assessed Placement s (Year One)
● Four documents per placement.
● Content of some of the documents have slight changes between Placement One
and Placement Two.
● Sections for students to complete have purple headings on the tables.
● Sections for mentors to complete have blue headings on the tables.
● Sections for the University of Portsmouth to complete have green headings on the
tables.

Init ial Placement Document at ion
●

Students complete the “Reflection and Learning Objectives” section before the placement begins this should be downloaded and emailed to their mentor if possible, before the start of the
placement.

●

Students complete the “Initial Placement Interview” and “Induction Programme for Students”
sections during the induction and initial placement interview (undertaken within the first week of
placement).

●

Once all student sections have been completed (purple headings), students download and email
the document to their mentor for completion.

●

Mentors then complete their section (blue headings) and email the completed document to
nursinglandt@port.ac.uk

●

University of Portsmouth will then upload the final signed-off document to the student’s PAD.

Midpoint Progress Int erview
●

Students complete the “Student Self-Assessment and Review” section;
○ First section needs completing before their Midpoint Progress Interview.
○ The additional sections should be completed during/after their Midpoint Progress
Interview (around the third week of placement).

●

Once all student sections have been completed (purple headings), students download and
email the document to their mentor for completion.

●

Mentors then complete their section (blue headings) and email the completed document to
nursinglandt@port.ac.uk

●

University of Portsmouth will then upload the final signed-off document to the student’s
PAD.

Progression Point One Compet encies
●

Throughout the 7 week placement, students need to complete the table in the “First Progression
Point Criteria” section;
○ Each time a student is able to meet/demonstrate a competence in the table, they should give
detailed evidence of what they undertook/did. Evidence includes: date, location, who the
student was working with, what the student did or demonstrated..
○ During placement 1 the student may not be able to evidence all the competencies. During
placement 2 the student will need to maintain the competencies met in placement 1, and
demonstrate any other competencies not met in placement 1.

●

Before their final interview (last week of placement), the students downloads and emails this
document to their mentor for discussion during the final interview.

●

Mentors will then initial and date that the evidence against each competency is correct/true. They
also complete their section (blue headings) and email the completed document to
nursinglandt@port.ac.uk

Final Int erview and Complet ion
●

Students complete the “Student Reflection” section before their final interview (last week of
placement).

●

Before the final interview, students need to download and email this document to their
mentor for discussion during the final interview. The “Progression Point One Competencies”
document, and the “Final Interview and Completion” document will then be discussed
during the final interview.

●

Mentors then complete their section (blue headings) and email the completed document to
nursinglandt@port.ac.uk

●

University of Portsmouth will then upload the “Final Interview and Completion” document to
your PAD, along with the “Progression Point One Competencies” document.

Meet ing EU Direct ive 2005/ 36/ EC
● Students complete these documents over the course of their foundation and
assessed placements. It is discussed with their personal tutors and/or
supervisors/mentors
● Need to provide at least one piece of evidence for each EU directive per academic
year.
● Additional guidance can be found in the “1.1. Meeting EU Directive 2005/36/EC Guidance” document.

Feedback from t hose Receiving Care
●

Can see a blank example of this document in the “Guidance and Additional Materials” folder.

●

Required for each assessed placement.

●

Blank copies for the student are found within the Clinical Skills Log/ Essential Skills Clusters
Booklet.

●

Before the midpoint progress interview, mentors should complete this document with a
person receiving care (anonymously, and if appropriate). The feedback should then be
discussed with the student.

Act ion Plan
Students may be asked to complete an Action Plan by their mentor. The mentor may use the Action Plan template to
start the Action Plan, and then send it to the student for completing.
Examples of when an Action Plan may need to be completed:
●
●

●

Feedback from those receiving care is more negative than positive.
At the midpoint progress interview;
○ it looks like the student may not achieve the placement learning outcomes,
○ if the student is not going to meet the required number of placement hours,
○ if the student is not going to meet all of the required competencies (by the end of Placement Two),
○ if the mentor has any other concerns regarding the student’s progression throughout the placement.
At the end of a placement, if the student has failed.

●

Students should complete any aspects of the Action Plan document as required.

●

The mentor will complete the Action Plan and email it to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk ANDnursingplacements@ port.ac.uk

St udent Guidance and Addit ional Mat erial
● Google Drive folder containing;
○
○
○
○
○
○

Student Guidance
Mentor Guidance
Action Plan Template
Flowchart - mentor and student process
PAD IT policy
Examples of each of the foundation placement, placement 1 and placement 2 documents.

● Students and mentors should familiarise themselves with this folder, and the
guidance documents.
●

There is also an FAQs document that will built up over the course of the
placements. Click Here to access.

Ment or Guidance
Specific document created for mentors:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10WQUbYYrbx0IJR_HfmgfpDTy9gy_x96LijdFjpLSbw/edit?usp=sharing
●
●
●
●
●
●

Key contacts.
Cause for concern guidance.
Assessment procedures.
PAD Introduction and process.
Action Plan guidance.
IT guidance.

Any quest ions?

Meeting EU Directive 2005/36/EC
Complete the form below to demonstrate that you have met the EU Directive.
You should refer to the Guidance document for examples of evidence that you could offer.
Name of
Student:

UoP ID Number:

Name of
Placement:

Supervisor or
Mentor’s Name:

Personal
Tutor:

Link Lecturer:

Descriptions of the case and situation must remain anonymous.

EU Directive area:
Location of experience
undertaken:
Age:
Sex:
Case history:
Background/Context (include
theory and evidence and
appropriate referencing):
What happened? (treatment,
care, outcomes):
Was care personalised
according to the needs of this
individual and family?
(explain):
Personal reflection on this
episode (knowledge,
attitudes, learning needs):
How will this influence your
future practice?

Foundation Placement One
Instructions
Students: Please complete all relevant details in this form. If you wish to discuss this with your supervisor, please download it as a Word Document
(File > download as… Microsoft Word.docx) and email it to your supervisor from your University email account. If your supervisor adds additional
comments, please ensure that when you receive these, you include any updates/changes to the original document in your PAD folder.
When this form is complete, download it as a Word Document (File > download as… Microsoft Word.docx) and email it to your supervisor from
your University email account. Your supervisor will then complete the document and send it to your admin office for processing.
Please ensure the final, read-only version of this document is in your PAD folder by the end of Foundation Placement One.
If it is not, please contact nursinglandt@port.ac.uk
Supervisors: Please complete any details below, and the “Supervisor Final Review and Completion” section of this document. If the student needs
to provide additional information, please send the form back to them and ask them to amend it. Once all sections of the form are complete, please
send the final version to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing. This must be sent from your work/professional email account.
Name of Student:

If you have any questions regarding completing this form please contact nursinglandt@port.ac.uk
UoP ID Number:

Name of Placement:

Dates of placement:

Personal Tutor:

Personal Tutor Contact Details:

Link Lecturer:

Link Lecturer Contact Details:

Name of Supervisor:

Supervisor’s Email Address:

Placement phone number:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
1

Student Learning Objectives and Initial Interview
This section is for the student learning objectives and initial interview for Foundation Placement One. It should be completed at the start of the
placement.

Reflection and Learning Objectives
Please use this section to reflect on your previous experiences (including any transferable skills), and consider and reflect on what learning objectives
you would like to meet whilst on this placement.
You should use one of the reflective models from the Foundations of Nursing Practice unit. Please see the information from your Reflection and
Reflective Strategies and Reflective Writing sessions for further guidance.
Student Reflection and Learning Objectives:
[You should complete this section before your initial interview with your supervisor.]

Date:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
2

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
3

Initial Placement Interview
●
●
●
●

With your supervisor, discuss the points you made in the “Reflection and Learning Objectives” section of this document.
Identify and discuss with your supervisor the learning objectives and outcomes to be achieved, and how this will be managed.
Discuss any possible EU Directives.
Think about how the experience available will facilitate the outcomes, and agree a date for the final interview.

Throughout the initial interview, continue to reflect on your previous learning.
Use this box to record your discussion and plans.

Date of Initial Placement Interview:
Planned Date for Final Interview:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
4

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
5

Induction Programme for Students
The purpose of this section is to ensure that students are adequately briefed for their placement. It is expected that all elements of this document
are addressed prior to, or on the first day of placement. Students should make any additional notes in the last column of this table, and add any
additional questions or comments they may have in relation to their induction.
Categories
Introduction to Staff

Topics to be Covered

Student Notes

Meet with supervisor. Exchange contact details.
Include all staff working within the practice area.

Placement and Contact Student to inform supervisor of:
Details
● University link – name and contact details.
● Relevant link areas and who to contact for visits.
Supervisors include:
● Emergency contact.
● Emergency number 999 or 2222.
● Explain policy for ID badges.
● Shift patterns (hours at work).
● Negotiate duty rosters to enable student nurse to
complete at least 37.5 hours/week plus 5 hours
reflecting on their learning from placement.
● Parking facilities or local transport.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
6

Personal Issues

● Discuss any adjustments re. health or learning needs
e.g. latex free gloves, dyslexia.
(Any occupational health or personal issues should
already be known to supervisors, so discussion around
this may have already been undertaken).

Orientation to Practice Include:
Area
● Tour of the environment.
○ Fire evacuation and exits.
● Health hazards.
● What to do in the event of a personal injury/accident
in the workplace.
● Staff toilets.
● Staff break room and/or canteen.
● Where to keep personal belongings.
Professional Conduct
and Appearance

Discuss:
● Dress code and Uniform Policy.
● Professional conduct specific to the practice e.g.
working guidelines, etiquette in patients’ homes, use
of mobile phones.
● Non entry procedures (community placement).
● Lone Working Policy/Buddy System
● Attendance and sickness reporting, including contact
details for supervisor/practice (if not already
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
7

discussed).
● Breaks (including times), catering availability, areas to
eat and drink.
● Smoking policy.
● Areas and resources for study and reflection.

Confidentiality

Discuss importance of maintaining confidentiality and
data protection.

Emergency Procedures Discuss:
● Emergency Procedures.
● Location of emergency equipment.
● Procedure for major incident.
Fire Policy/Procedure Discuss:
● Local policy and emergency numbers.
● Location of fire points, exits, fire extinguishers, fire
blankets & Fire Policy.
● Explain procedure for evacuation & alarm tones.
● Awareness of risks associated with practice areas.
Moving & Handling

Discuss:
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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● Safe practice and potential risks.
● Local policy and relation to practice area.
● Location of local moving & handling equipment.

Accident & Clinical
Incidents

Resuscitation

Organisational
Policy Folders

Explain:
● Procedure for reporting accidents/near misses.
● Procedure for reporting adverse incidents/near
misses.
● Policy for not being able to gain access to a patient's
home (Community).

Explain:
● Procedure in event of an emergency e.g. cardiac
arrest.
● Emergency contact numbers.

Student should be aware of the following
policies/procedures:
● Health & Safety.
● Infection Control.
● Professional Behaviour.
● Human Resources e.g. Harassment, Equal
Opportunities, Complaints etc.
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
9

● Occupational Health.
● Other policies specific to practice area
(e.g. lone working, buddy system).
● Smoking.
● Student resource folder in practice areas.

Final Interview and Completion - Foundation Placement One
This document is for the final interview and Completion for Foundation Placement One. It should be completed at the end of the placement. Please
see the instructions below and then complete the form appropriately.

Student Reflection
● Please reflect on this placement and identify your learning.
○ You should reflect on the skills you have developed in relation to the Essential Skills Clusters.
● You should also reflect back on your initial interview; did you achieve the learning objectives you set yourself? If not, why?
● You should also highlight any learning points you need to take forward into your next placement experience.
● Select one experience and reflect on this in relation to the NMC standards.
You should use one of the reflective models from the Foundations of Nursing Practice unit. Please see Reflection and Reflective Strategies and
Reflective Writing for further guidance.
NB: This work must meet the standard expectations of any written academic work, with appropriate references in accordance with APA 6th Ed.
[Students must complete this section prior to meeting with supervisor]

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
10

Date:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
11

Supervisor Final Review and Completion
Outcomes achieved to date:

Outcomes still to meet:

Any areas identified to develop (personal
or professional) and activities/experiences
that could support this:

Supervisor signature (type name):
Date:

Supervisors, once all sections of this document are complete, please send the final version to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing.
This must be sent from your work/professional email account.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Student Learning Objectives and Initial Interview - Placement One
This document is for the student learning objectives and initial interview for Placement One. It should be completed at the start of the placement.
Please see the instructions below and then complete the form appropriately.

Instructions
Students: Please complete all relevant details in this form. If you wish to discuss this with your mentor, please download it as a Word Document
(File > download as… Microsoft Word.docx) and email it to your mentor from your University email account. If your mentor adds additional
comments, please ensure that when you receive these, you include any updates/changes to the original document in your PAD folder.
When this form is complete, download it as a Word Document (as above) and email it to your mentor from your University email account. Your
mentor will then complete the document and send it to your admin office for processing.
Please ensure the latest version of this document is in your PAD folder by the end of Placement One.
If it is not, please contact nursinglandt@port.ac.uk
Mentors: Please complete any details below, and the “Mentor Completion” section of this document. If the student needs to provide additional
information, please send the form back to them and ask them to amend it. Once all sections of the form are complete, please send the final version
to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing. This must be sent from your work/professional email account.
Name of Student:

If you have any questions regarding completing this form please contact nursinglandt@port.ac.uk
UoP ID Number:

Name of Placement:

Dates of placement:

Personal Tutor:

Link Lecturer:

Mentor:

Buddy Mentor:

Mentor Email Address:

Buddy Mentor Email Address:
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
1

Placement phone number:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
2

Reflection and Learning Objectives
Please use this section to reflect on your previous experiences (including any transferable skills), and consider and reflect on what learning objectives
you would like to meet whilst on this placement.
You should use one of the reflective models from the Foundations of Nursing Practice unit. Please see the information from your Reflection and
Reflective Strategies and Reflective Writing sessions for further guidance.
Student Reflection and Learning Objectives:
[You should complete this section before your initial interview with your mentor.]

Date:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
3

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
4

Initial Placement Interview
● With your mentor, discuss the points you made in the “Reflection and Learning Objectives” section of this document.
● Identify and discuss with your mentor the learning objectives and outcomes to be achieved, and how this will be managed (e.g. before
midpoint or before final completion).
● Discuss any possible EU Directives.
● Think about how the experience available will facilitate the outcomes, and agree a date for reviewing progress (mind-point review).
Throughout the initial interview, continue to reflect on your previous learning.
Use this box to record your discussion and plans.

Date of Initial Placement Interview:
Planned Date for Midpoint Interview:
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
6

Induction Programme for Students
The purpose of this section is to ensure that students are adequately briefed for their placement. It is expected that all elements of this document
are addressed prior to, or on the first day of placement.
Students: make any additional notes in the last column of this table, and add any additional questions or comments you may have in relation to your
induction. You should then email this to your mentor for completion, and it will then be made available to you in your PAD folder.
Categories
Introduction to Staff

Topics to be Covered

Student Notes

Meet with mentor or/and buddy mentor. Exchange contact
details.
Include all staff working within the practice area.

Placement and Contact Student to inform mentor of:
Details
● University link – name and contact details.
● Relevant link areas and who to contact for visits.
Mentors include:
● Emergency contact.
● Emergency number 999 or 2222.
● Explain policy for ID badges.
● Shift patterns (hours at work).
● Negotiate duty rosters to enable student nurse to
complete at least 37.5 hours/week plus 5 hours
reflecting on their learning from placement.
● Parking facilities or local transport.
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
7

Personal Issues

● Discuss any adjustments re. health or learning needs
e.g. latex free gloves, dyslexia.
(Any occupational health or personal issues should
already be known to placement contacts, so
discussion around this may have already been
undertaken).

Orientation to Practice Include:
Area
● Tour of the environment.
○ Fire evacuation and exits.
● Health hazards.
● What to do in the event of a personal injury/accident
in the workplace.
● Staff toilets.
● Staff break room and/or canteen.
● Where to keep personal belongings.
Professional Conduct
and Appearance

Discuss:
● Dress code and Uniform Policy.
● Professional conduct specific to the practice e.g.
working guidelines, etiquette in patients’ homes, use
of mobile phones.
● Non entry procedures (community placement).
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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● Lone Working Policy/Buddy System
● Attendance and sickness reporting, including contact
details for mentor/practice (if not already discussed).
● Breaks (including times), catering availability, areas to
eat and drink.
● Smoking policy.
● Areas and resources for study and reflection.

Confidentiality

Discuss importance of maintaining confidentiality and
data protection.

Emergency Procedures Discuss:
● Emergency Procedures.
● Location of emergency equipment.
● Procedure for major incident.
Fire Policy/Procedure Discuss:
● Local policy and emergency numbers.
● Location of fire points, exits, fire extinguishers, fire
blankets & Fire Policy.
● Explain procedure for evacuation & alarm tones.
● Awareness of risks associated with practice areas.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Moving & Handling

Accident & Clinical
Incidents

Resuscitation

Organisational
Policy Folders

Discuss:
● Safe practice and potential risks.
● Local policy and relation to practice area.
● Location of local moving & handling equipment.

Explain:
● Procedure for reporting accidents/near misses.
● Procedure for reporting adverse incidents/near
misses.
● Policy for not being able to gain access to a patient's
home (Community).

Explain:
● Procedure in event of an emergency e.g. cardiac
arrest.
● Emergency contact numbers.

Student should be aware of the following
policies/procedures:
● Health & Safety.
● Infection Control.
● Professional Behaviour.
● Human Resources e.g. Harassment, Equal
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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●
●
●
●

Opportunities, Complaints etc.
Occupational Health.
Other policies specific to practice area
(e.g. lone working, buddy system).
Smoking.
Student resource folder in practice areas.

Mentor Completion
Mentors, please use this space to indicate that the Induction Programme has been undertaken with the student, and ALL areas of the Induction
Programme have been discussed with the student.
If you have any additional comments or notes to make in relation to the Induction Programme, please do so here.
Mentor Notes (if applicable):

Mentor signature (type name):
Date:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Mentors, once all sections of this document are complete, please send the final version to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing.
This must be sent from your work/professional email account.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Midpoint Progress Interview - Placement One
This document is for the midpoint progress interview for Placement One.
It should be completed around the third week of the placement. Please see the instructions below and then complete the form appropriately.

Instructions
Students: Please complete all relevant details in this form. If you wish to discuss this with your mentor, please download it as a Word Document
(File > download as… Microsoft Word.docx) and email it to your mentor from your University email account. If your mentor adds additional
comments, please ensure that when you receive these, you include any updates/changes to the original document in your PAD folder.
When this form is complete, download it as a Word Document (as above) and email it to your mentor from your University email account. Your
mentor will then complete the document and send it to your admin office for processing.
Please ensure the latest version of this document is in your PAD folder by the end of Placement One.
If it is not, please contact nursinglandt@port.ac.uk
Mentors: Please complete any details below and the “Mentor Mid-Point Review and Completion” section. If the student needs to provide
additional information, please send the form back to them and ask them to amend it. Once both section of the forms are complete, please send
the final version to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing. This must be sent from your work/professional email account.
Name of Student:

If you have any questions regarding completing this form please contact nursinglandt@port.ac.uk
UoP ID Number:

Name of Placement:

Dates of placement:

Personal Tutor:

Link Lecturer:

Mentor:

Buddy Mentor:

Mentor Email Address:

Buddy Mentor Email Address:

Placement phone number:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Student Self-Assessment and Review
[Students must complete this section prior to meeting with their mentor]
Reflection on progress, including
the feedback gained from those
receiving care:
[Students to complete this section during/after Midpoint Interview with Mentor]
Outcomes achieved to date:

Outcomes still to meet:

Any areas identified to develop:

Other comments or points to
note:
Student signature (type name):
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Date:
Planned date for Final Interview:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Mentor Mid-Point Review and Completion
Will the current placement facilitate the opportunity for the
learning outcomes to be achieved?*
Will the current placement facilitate the opportunity for any
of the Competencies (Progression Point One) to be
achieved?*
Areas of strength:

Areas for the student to develop:

Other comments, feedback or points to note:

**Action plan required (Yes/No):
Mentor signature (type name):
Date:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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*If there are any concerns with regards to the student throughout their Placement, these should be recorded using ‘Mentor cause for concern’ form.
**If an action plan is required, please refer to the Action Plan Guidance found in the Mentor Guide and ensure the Action Plan is emailed to nursingplacements@port.ac.uk
Mentors, once all sections of this document are complete, please send the final version to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing.
This must be sent from your work/professional email account.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Competencies (Progression Point One) - Placement One
The NMC has set minimum requirements that must be met by the first progression point. This document is for evidencing the Competencies
(Progression Point One (which is at the end of Placement Two)) met during Placement One. It should be completed by the student throughout
Placement One. Please see the instructions below and then complete the form appropriately.

Instructions
Students: Please complete the form below, giving clear evidence of where you have met each of the Competencies listed. If you wish to discuss
this with your mentor, please download it as a Word Document (File > download as… Microsoft Word.docx) and email it to your mentor from your
University email account. If your mentor adds additional comments, please ensure that when you receive these, you include any updates/changes
to the original document in your PAD folder.
Before your Final Interview, download this form as a Word Document (as above) and email it to your mentor from your University email account.
Your mentor will then discuss this document with you, and complete and send it to your admin office for processing.
Mentors: Please complete any details below, and in the “First Progression Point Criteria” table, initial and date the Competencies that you have
witnessed the student consistently meet. Please include any other comments in this table as required. You should then complete the “Mentor
Completion” section of this document. If the student needs to provide additional information, please send the form back to them and ask them to
amend it. Once all relevant sections of the form are complete, please send the final version to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing. This must
be sent from your work/professional email account.
Name of Student:

If you have any questions regarding completing this form please contact nursinglandt@port.ac.uk
UoP ID Number:

Name of Placement:

Dates of placement:

Personal Tutor:

Link Lecturer:

Mentor:

Buddy Mentor:

Mentor Email Address:

Buddy Mentor Email Address:
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Placement phone number:

Guidance
The NMC has identified skills and professional behaviours that a student must demonstrate by the first progression point. These criteria must
normally be achieved during the student’s practice learning but some may be met through simulation.
These criteria cover:
● safety, safeguarding and protection of people of all ages, their carers and their families,
● professional values, expected attitudes and the behaviours that must be shown towards people, their carers, their families, and others.
The criteria reflect public expectations about nurses’ basic skills and their ability to communicate effectively with people in vulnerable situations,
ensuring their dignity is maintained at all times. The Essential Skills Clusters also address some of these concerns and form guidance within the NMC
standards.
If a student is unable to demonstrate these skills and behaviours by Progression Point One (the end of Placement Two), through the assessment
procedures set by the programme provider (University of Portsmouth) and their partners, they will not normally be allowed to progress to the
second part of the programme. Most of the assessment will take place when providing direct care, but some may be through simulation.
During Placement One you may not be able to evidence all the Competencies. During Placement Two you will need to maintain the Competencies
met in Placement One, and demonstrate any other Competencies not met in Placement One.
Mentors, please be aware that you should only initial and date competencies that you have witnessed the student consistently meet/achieve.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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First Progression Point Criteria
Criteria that must be met as a minimum requirement by Progression Point One in any practice setting where people are receiving care, or through
simulation.
Mentors, please ensure that you initial and date against any competencies that you have witnessed the student consistently meet/achieve.
Areas associated with safety
and safeguarding people of
all ages, their carers and
their families:

Evidence of area achieved
(student to complete)
Include: date, location, who you were working with, what you did or demonstrated.

Mentor Completion
(initial and date)
and comments
(if required)

1. Demonstrates safe, basic,
person-centred care, under
supervision, for people who
are unable to meet their
own physical and emotional
needs.
2. Meets people’s essential
needs in relation to safety
and security, wellbeing,
comfort, bowel and bladder
care, nutrition and fluid
maintenance and personal
hygiene, maintaining their
dignity at all times.

3. Seeks help where people’s
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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needs are not being met, or
they are at risk.

4. Is able to recognise when
a person’s physical or
psychological condition is
deteriorating, demonstrating
how to act in an emergency
and administer essential first
aid.
5.
Demonstrates
an
understanding of how to
work within legal and
professional frameworks and
local policies to safeguard
and
protect
people,
particularly children, young
people, and vulnerable
adults.
6. Is able to recognise, and
work within, the limitations
of their own knowledge and
skills
and
professional
boundaries, understanding
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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that they are responsible for
their own actions.
7. Demonstrates the ability
to listen, seek clarity, and
carry out instructions safely.

8. Uses and disposes of
medical devices safely under
supervision according to
local and national policy,
reporting any incidents or
near misses.
9. Understands and works
within the laws governing
health and safety at work.
Demonstrates safe manual
handling techniques, and
understands how nurses can
help reduce the risk of
infection, including effective
hand washing.
10.

Recognises

signs

of
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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aggression
and
takes
appropriate action to keep
themselves and others safe.

11. Safely and accurately
carries out basic medicines
calculations.

12. Demonstrates safe and
effective
communication
skills, both orally and in
writing.

Areas associated with
professional values and
expected attitudes and
behaviours towards people,
their carers and their
families:

Evidence of area achieved
(student to complete)
Include: date, location, who you were working with, what you did or demonstrated.

Mentor Completion
(initial and date)
and comments
(if required)

13. Displays a professional
image in their behaviour and
appearance,
showing
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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respect for diversity and
individual preferences.
14. Demonstrates respect
for people’s rights and
choices.

15. Acts in a manner that is
attentive, kind, sensitive,
compassionate
and
nondiscriminatory,
that
values diversity and acts
within
professional
boundaries.
16.
Understands
the
principles of confidentiality
and data protection. Treats
information as confidential,
except where sharing is
required to safeguard and
protect people.
17. Practises honestly and
with integrity, applying the
principles of (NMC, 2015).
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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18. Acts in a way that values
the roles and responsibilities
of others in the team and
interacts appropriately.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Mentor Completion
Mentors, please use this space to confirm that the evidence the student has given against the Competencies (Progression Point One) listed is
accurate, and that these Competencies have been consistently met by the student during Placement One.
If you have any additional comments or notes to make in relation to the Competencies (Progression Point One), please do so here.
Mentor Notes:

Mentor signature (type name):
Date:
Mentors, once all sections of this document are complete, please send the final version to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing.
This must be sent from your work/professional email account.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Final Interview and Completion - Placement One
This document is for the final interview and completion for Placement One. It should be completed at the end of Placement One.
Please see the instructions below and then complete the form appropriately.

Instructions
Students: Please complete all relevant details in this form. If you wish to discuss this with your mentor, please download it as a Word Document
(File > download as… Microsoft Word.docx) and email it to your mentor from your University email account. If your mentor adds additional
comments, please ensure that when you receive these, you include any updates/changes to the original document in your PAD folder.
When this form is complete, download it as a Word Document (as above) and email it to your mentor from your University email account. Your
mentor will then complete the document and send it to your admin office for processing.
The final version of this document will be uploaded by the University of Portsmouth to your PAD folder.
Mentors: Please complete any details below, and the “Mentor Final Review and Completion” section of this document. If the student needs to
provide additional information, please send the form back to them and ask them to amend it. Once all sections of the form are complete, please
send the final version to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing. This must be sent from your work/professional email account.
Name of Student:

If you have any questions regarding completing this form please contact nursinglandt@port.ac.uk
UoP ID Number:

Name of Placement:

Dates of placement:

Personal Tutor:

Link Lecturer:

Mentor:

Buddy Mentor:

Mentor Email Address:

Buddy Mentor Email Address:

Placement phone number:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Student Reflection
● Please reflect on this placement and identify your learning achievements.
○ You should reflect on the skills you have developed in relation to the Essential Skills Clusters.
● You should also reflect back on your initial interview; did you achieve the learning objectives you set yourself? If not, why?
● You should also highlight any learning points you need to take forward into your next placement experience.
● Select one experience and reflect on this in relation to the NMC standards.
You should use one of the reflective models from the Foundations of Nursing Practice unit. Please see the information from your Reflection and
Reflective Strategies and Reflective Writing sessions for further guidance.
NB: This work must meet the standard expectations of any written academic work, with appropriate references in accordance with APA 6th Ed.
[Students must complete this section prior to meeting with placement contact]

Date:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Mentor Final Review and Completion
Outcomes achieved to date:

Outcomes still to meet:

Please list any competencies
not met in Placement One.

Any areas identified to develop
(personal or professional) and
activities/experiences that
could support this:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Assessment Decision and Declaration
I confirm that my assessment decision for this student is (Pass/Fail):
(Please refer to the Assessment Outcomes Section of the Mentor Guidance for
more information)

Mentor signature (type name):

Date:
Mentors, once all sections of this document are complete, please send the final version to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing.
This must be sent from your work/professional email account.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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UNIVERSITY TO COMPLETE THIS PAGE
This section may be completed if a general comment or feedback to the mentor or student is necessary.
If progress is unsatisfactory, or an issue of concern is raised, the Action Plan will also need to be shared with the Placement coordinator and
course lead.
Comments OR Action Plan Required:

Entered onto University records:
Name:
Date:

Please save the final document as a PDF file and upload this to the student’s PAD.
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Student Learning Objectives and Initial Interview - Placement Two
This document is for the student learning objectives and initial interview for Placement Two. It should be completed at the start of the placement.
Please see the instructions below and then complete the form appropriately.

Instructions
Students: Please complete all relevant details in this form. If you wish to discuss this with your mentor, please download it as a Word Document
(File > download as… Microsoft Word.docx) and email it to your mentor from your University email account. If your mentor adds additional
comments, please ensure that when you receive these, you include any updates/changes to the original document in your PAD folder.
When this form is complete, download it as a Word Document (as above) and email it to your mentor from your University email account. Your
mentor will then complete the document and send it to your admin office for processing.
Please ensure the latest version of this document is in your PAD folder by the end of Placement Two.
If it is not, please contact nursinglandt@port.ac.uk
Mentors: Please complete any details below, and the “Mentor Completion” section of this document. If the student needs to provide additional
information, please send the form back to them and ask them to amend it. Once all sections of the form are complete, please send the final version
to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing. This must be sent from your work/professional email account.
Name of Student:

If you have any questions regarding completing this form please contact nursinglandt@port.ac.uk
UoP ID Number:

Name of Placement:

Dates of placement:

Personal Tutor:

Link Lecturer:

Mentor:

Buddy Mentor:

Mentor Email Address:

Buddy Mentor Email Address:
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Placement phone number:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Reflection and Learning Objectives
Please use this section to reflect on your previous experiences (including any transferable skills), and consider and reflect on what learning objectives
you would like to meet whilst on this placement.
You should use one of the reflective models from the Foundations of Nursing Practice unit. Please see the information from your Reflection and
Reflective Strategies and Reflective Writing sessions for further guidance.
Student Reflection and Learning Objectives:
[You should complete this section before your initial interview with your mentor.]

Date:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Initial Placement Interview
● With your mentor, discuss the points you made in the “Reflection and Learning Objectives” section of this document.
● Identify and discuss with your mentor the learning objectives and outcomes to be achieved, and how this will be managed (e.g. before
midpoint or before final completion).
● Discuss any possible EU Directives.
● Think about how the experience available will facilitate the outcomes, and agree a date for reviewing progress (mind-point review).
Throughout the initial interview, continue to reflect on your previous learning.
Use this box to record your discussion and plans.

Date of Initial Placement Interview:
Planned Date for Midpoint Interview:
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Induction Programme for Students
The purpose of this section is to ensure that students are adequately briefed for their placement. It is expected that all elements of this document
are addressed prior to, or on the first day of placement.
Students: make any additional notes in the last column of this table, and add any additional questions or comments you may have in relation to your
induction. You should then email this to your mentor for completion, and it will then be made available to you in your PAD folder.
Categories
Introduction to Staff

Topics to be Covered

Student Notes

Meet with mentor or/and buddy mentor. Exchange contact
details.
Include all staff working within the practice area.

Placement and Contact Student to inform mentor of:
Details
● University link – name and contact details.
● Relevant link areas and who to contact for visits.
Mentors include:
● Emergency contact.
● Emergency number 999 or 2222.
● Explain policy for ID badges.
● Shift patterns (hours at work).
● Negotiate duty rosters to enable student nurse to
complete at least 37.5 hours/week plus 5 hours
reflecting on their learning from placement.
● Parking facilities or local transport.
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Personal Issues

● Discuss any adjustments re. health or learning needs
e.g. latex free gloves, dyslexia.
(Any occupational health or personal issues should
already be known to placement contacts, so
discussion around this may have already been
undertaken).

Orientation to Practice Include:
Area
● Tour of the environment.
○ Fire evacuation and exits.
● Health hazards.
● What to do in the event of a personal injury/accident
in the workplace.
● Staff toilets.
● Staff break room and/or canteen.
● Where to keep personal belongings.
Professional Conduct
and Appearance

Discuss:
● Dress code and Uniform Policy.
● Professional conduct specific to the practice e.g.
working guidelines, etiquette in patients’ homes, use
of mobile phones.
● Non entry procedures (community placement).
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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● Lone Working Policy/Buddy System
● Attendance and sickness reporting, including contact
details for mentor/practice (if not already discussed).
● Breaks (including times), catering availability, areas to
eat and drink.
● Smoking policy.
● Areas and resources for study and reflection.

Confidentiality

Discuss importance of maintaining confidentiality and
data protection.

Emergency Procedures Discuss:
● Emergency Procedures.
● Location of emergency equipment.
● Procedure for major incident.
Fire Policy/Procedure Discuss:
● Local policy and emergency numbers.
● Location of fire points, exits, fire extinguishers, fire
blankets & Fire Policy.
● Explain procedure for evacuation & alarm tones.
● Awareness of risks associated with practice areas.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Moving & Handling

Accident & Clinical
Incidents

Resuscitation

Organisational
Policy Folders

Discuss:
● Safe practice and potential risks.
● Local policy and relation to practice area.
● Location of local moving & handling equipment.

Explain:
● Procedure for reporting accidents/near misses.
● Procedure for reporting adverse incidents/near
misses.
● Policy for not being able to gain access to a patient's
home (Community).

Explain:
● Procedure in event of an emergency e.g. cardiac
arrest.
● Emergency contact numbers.

Student should be aware of the following
policies/procedures:
● Health & Safety.
● Infection Control.
● Professional Behaviour.
● Human Resources e.g. Harassment, Equal
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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●
●
●
●

Opportunities, Complaints etc.
Occupational Health.
Other policies specific to practice area
(e.g. lone working, buddy system).
Smoking.
Student resource folder in practice areas.

Mentor Completion
Mentors, please use this space to indicate that the Induction Programme has been undertaken with the student, and ALL areas of the Induction
Programme have been discussed with the student.
If you have any additional comments or notes to make in relation to the Induction Programme, please do so here.
Mentor Notes (if applicable):

Mentor signature (type name):
Date:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Mentors, once all sections of this document are complete, please send the final version to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing.
This must be sent from your work/professional email account.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Midpoint Progress Interview - Placement Two
This document is for the midpoint progress interview for Placement Two.
It should be completed around the third week of the placement. Please see the instructions below and then complete the form appropriately.

Instructions
Students: Please complete all relevant details in this form. If you wish to discuss this with your mentor, please download it as a Word Document
(File > download as… Microsoft Word.docx) and email it to your mentor from your University email account. If your mentor adds additional
comments, please ensure that when you receive these, you include any updates/changes to the original document in your PAD folder.
When this form is complete, download it as a Word Document (as above) and email it to your mentor from your University email account. Your
mentor will then complete the document and send it to your admin office for processing.
Please ensure the latest version of this document is in your PAD folder by the end of Placement Two.
If it is not, please contact nursinglandt@port.ac.uk
Mentors: Please complete any details below and the “Mentor Mid-Point Review and Completion” section. If the student needs to provide
additional information, please send the form back to them and ask them to amend it. Once both section of the forms are complete, please send
the final version to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing. This must be sent from your work/professional email account.
Name of Student:

If you have any questions regarding completing this form please contact nursinglandt@port.ac.uk
UoP ID Number:

Name of Placement:

Dates of placement:

Personal Tutor:

Link Lecturer:

Mentor:

Buddy Mentor:

Mentor Email Address:

Buddy Mentor Email Address:

Placement phone number:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Student Self-Assessment and Review
[Students must complete this section prior to meeting with their mentor]
Reflection on progress, including
the feedback gained from those
receiving care:
[Students to complete this section during/after Midpoint Interview with Mentor]
Outcomes achieved to date:

Outcomes still to meet:

Any areas identified to develop:

Other comments or points to
note:
Student signature (type name):
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Date:
Planned date for Final Interview:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Mentor Mid-Point Review and Completion
Will the current placement facilitate the opportunity for the
learning outcomes to be achieved?*
Will the current placement facilitate the opportunity for any
of the Competencies (Progression Point One) to be
achieved?*
Please list any Competencies (Progression Point One) you
feel the student may not meet by the end of Placement
Two.
Areas of strength:

Areas for the student to develop:

Other comments, feedback or points to note:

**Action plan required (Yes/No):

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Mentor signature (type name):
Date:

*If there are any concerns with regards to the student throughout their Placement, these should be recorded using ‘Mentor cause for concern’ form.
**If an action plan is required, please refer to the Action Plan Guidance found in the Mentor Guide and ensure the Action Plan is emailed to nursingplacements@port.ac.uk
Mentors, once all sections of this document are complete, please send the final version to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing.
This must be sent from your work/professional email account.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Competencies (Progression Point One) - Placement Two
The NMC has set minimum requirements that must be met by the first progression point. This document is for evidencing the Competencies
(Progression Point One) met during Placement Two. It should be completed by the student throughout Placement Two. Please see the instructions
below and then complete the form appropriately.

Instructions
Students: Please complete the form below, giving clear evidence of where you have met each of the Competencies listed. If you wish to discuss
this with your mentor, please download it as a Word Document (File > download as… Microsoft Word.docx) and email it to your mentor from your
University email account. If your mentor adds additional comments, please ensure that when you receive these, you include any updates/changes
to the original document in your PAD folder.
Before your Final Interview, download this form as a Word Document (as above) and email it to your mentor from your University email account.
Your mentor will then discuss this document with you, and complete and send it to your admin office for processing.
Mentors: Please complete any details below, and in the “First Progression Point Criteria” table, initial and date the Competencies that you have
witnessed the student consistently meet. Please include any other comments in this table as required. You should then complete the “Mentor
Completion” section of this document. If the student needs to provide additional information, please send the form back to them and ask them to
amend it. Once all relevant sections of the form are complete, please send the final version to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing. This must
be sent from your work/professional email account.
Name of Student:

If you have any questions regarding completing this form please contact nursinglandt@port.ac.uk
UoP ID Number:

Name of Placement:

Dates of placement:

Personal Tutor:

Link Lecturer:

Mentor:

Buddy Mentor:
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Mentor Email Address:

Buddy Mentor Email Address:

Placement phone number:

Guidance
The NMC has identified skills and professional behaviours that a student must demonstrate by the first progression point. These criteria must
normally be achieved during the student’s practice learning but some may be met through simulation.
These criteria cover:
● safety, safeguarding and protection of people of all ages, their carers and their families
● professional values, expected attitudes and the behaviours that must be shown towards people, their carers, their families, and others.
The criteria reflect public expectations about nurses’ basic skills and their ability to communicate effectively with people in vulnerable situations,
ensuring their dignity is maintained at all times. The Essential Skills Clusters also address some of these concerns and form guidance within the NMC
standards.
If a student is unable to demonstrate these skills and behaviours by Progression Point One (the end of Placement Two), through the assessment
procedures set by the programme provider (University of Portsmouth) and their partners, they will not normally be allowed to progress to the
second part of the programme. Most of the assessment will take place when providing direct care, but some may be through simulation.
During Placement One you may not be able to evidence all the Competencies. During Placement Two you will need to maintain the Competencies
met in Placement One, and demonstrate any other Competencies not met in Placement One.
Mentors, please be aware that you should only initial and date competencies that you have witnessed the student consistently meet/achieve.
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Please refer to the student’s “P1.3. Progression Point One Competencies (Placement One)” document for details of competencies met in Placement
One. Students should continue to consistently meet these competencies (where applicable) in Placement Two.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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First Progression Point Criteria
Criteria that must be met as a minimum requirement by Progression Point One in any practice setting where people are receiving care, or through
simulation.
Mentors, please ensure that you initial and date against any competencies that you have witnessed the student consistently meet/achieve.
Areas associated with safety
and safeguarding people of
all ages, their carers and
their families:

Evidence of area achieved
(student to complete)
Include: date, location, who you were working with, what you did or demonstrated.

Mentor Completion
(initial and date)
and comments
(if required)

1. Demonstrates safe, basic,
person-centred care, under
supervision, for people who
are unable to meet their
own physical and emotional
needs.
2. Meets people’s essential
needs in relation to safety
and security, wellbeing,
comfort, bowel and bladder
care, nutrition and fluid
maintenance and personal
hygiene, maintaining their
dignity at all times.

3. Seeks help where people’s
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
4

needs are not being met, or
they are at risk.

4. Is able to recognise when
a person’s physical or
psychological condition is
deteriorating, demonstrating
how to act in an emergency
and administer essential first
aid.
5.
Demonstrates
an
understanding of how to
work within legal and
professional frameworks and
local policies to safeguard
and
protect
people,
particularly children, young
people, and vulnerable
adults.
6. Is able to recognise, and
work within, the limitations
of their own knowledge and
skills
and
professional
boundaries, understanding
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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that they are responsible for
their own actions.
7. Demonstrates the ability
to listen, seek clarity, and
carry out instructions safely.

8. Uses and disposes of
medical devices safely under
supervision according to
local and national policy,
reporting any incidents or
near misses.
9. Understands and works
within the laws governing
health and safety at work.
Demonstrates safe manual
handling techniques, and
understands how nurses can
help reduce the risk of
infection, including effective
hand washing.
10.

Recognises

signs

of
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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aggression
and
takes
appropriate action to keep
themselves and others safe.

11. Safely and accurately
carries out basic medicines
calculations.

12. Demonstrates safe and
effective
communication
skills, both orally and in
writing.

Areas associated with
professional values and
expected attitudes and
behaviours towards people,
their carers and their
families:

Evidence of area achieved
(student to complete)
Include: date, location, who you were working with, what you did or demonstrated.

Mentor Completion
(initial and date)
and comments
(if required)

13. Displays a professional
image in their behaviour and
appearance,
showing
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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respect for diversity and
individual preferences.
14. Demonstrates respect
for people’s rights and
choices.

15. Acts in a manner that is
attentive, kind, sensitive,
compassionate
and
nondiscriminatory,
that
values diversity and acts
within
professional
boundaries.
16.
Understands
the
principles of confidentiality
and data protection. Treats
information as confidential,
except where sharing is
required to safeguard and
protect people.
17. Practises honestly and
with integrity, applying the
principles of (NMC, 2015).
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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18. Acts in a way that values
the roles and responsibilities
of others in the team and
interacts appropriately.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Mentor Completion
Mentors, please use this space to confirm that the evidence the student has given against the Competencies (Progression Point One) listed is
accurate, and that these Competencies have been consistently met during Placement Two.
If you have any additional comments or notes to make in relation to the Competencies (Progression Point One), please do so here.
Mentor Notes:

Mentor signature (type name):
Date:
Mentors, once all sections of this document are complete, please send the final version to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing.
This must be sent from your work/professional email account.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Final Interview and Completion - Placement Two
This document is for the final interview and completion for Placement Two. It should be completed at the end of Placement Two.
Please see the instructions below and then complete the form appropriately.

Instructions
Students: Please complete all relevant details in this form. If you wish to discuss this with your mentor, please download it as a Word Document
(File > download as… Microsoft Word.docx) and email it to your mentor from your University email account. If your mentor adds additional
comments, please ensure that when you receive these, you include any updates/changes to the original document in your PAD folder.
When this form is complete, download it as a Word Document (as above) and email it to your mentor from your University email account. Your
mentor will then complete the document and send it to your admin office for processing.
The final version of this document will be uploaded by the University of Portsmouth to your PAD folder.
Mentors: Please complete any details below, and the “Mentor Final Review and Completion” section of this document. If the student needs to
provide additional information, please send the form back to them and ask them to amend it. Once all sections of the form are complete, please
send the final version to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing. This must be sent from your work/professional email account.
Name of Student:

If you have any questions regarding completing this form please contact nursinglandt@port.ac.uk
UoP ID Number:

Name of Placement:

Dates of placement:

Personal Tutor:

Link Lecturer:

Mentor:

Buddy Mentor:

Mentor Email Address:

Buddy Mentor Email Address:

Placement phone number:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Student Reflection
● Please reflect on this placement and identify your learning achievements.
○ You should reflect on the skills you have developed in relation to the Essential Skills Clusters.
● You should also reflect back on your initial interview; did you achieve the learning objectives you set yourself? If not, why?
● You should also highlight any learning points you need to take forward into your next placement experience.
● Select one experience and reflect on this in relation to the NMC standards.
You should use one of the reflective models from the Foundations of Nursing Practice unit. Please see the information from your Reflection and
Reflective Strategies and Reflective Writing sessions for further guidance.
NB: This work must meet the standard expectations of any written academic work, with appropriate references in accordance with APA 6th Ed.
[Students must complete this section prior to meeting with placement contact]

Date:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Mentor Final Review and Completion
Outcomes achieved to date:

Outcomes still to meet:

Please list any competencies
not met in Placement Two.

Any areas identified to develop
(personal or professional) and
activities/experiences that
could support this:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Assessment Decision and Declaration
I confirm that my assessment decision for this student is (Pass/Fail):
(Please refer to the Assessment Outcomes Section of the Mentor Guidance for
more information)

Mentor signature (type name):

Date:
Mentors, once all sections of this document are complete, please send the final version to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing.
This must be sent from your work/professional email account.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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UNIVERSITY TO COMPLETE THIS PAGE
This section may be completed if a general comment or feedback to the mentor or student is necessary.
If progress is unsatisfactory, or an issue of concern is raised, the Action Plan will also need to be shared with the Placement coordinator and
course lead.
Comments OR Action Plan Required:

Entered onto University records:
Name:
Date:

Please save the final document as a PDF file and upload this to the student’s PAD.
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Student Learning Objectives and Initial Interview - Placement Three
This document is for the student learning objectives and initial interview for Placement Three. It should be completed at the start of the placement.
Please see the instructions below and then complete the form appropriately.

Instructions
Students: Please complete all relevant details in this form. If you wish to discuss this with your mentor, please download it as a Word Document
(File > download as… Microsoft Word.docx) and email it to your mentor from your University email account. If your mentor adds additional
comments, please ensure that when you receive these, you include any updates/changes to the original document in your PAD folder.
When this form is complete, download it as a Word Document (as above) and email it to your mentor from your University email account. Your
mentor will then complete the document and send it to your admin office for processing.
Please ensure the latest version of this document is in your PAD folder by the end of Placement Three.
If it is not, please contact nursinglandt@port.ac.uk
Mentors: Please complete any details below, and the “Mentor Completion” section of this document. If the student needs to provide additional
information, please send the form back to them and ask them to amend it. Once all sections of the form are complete, please send the final version
to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing. This must be sent from your work/professional email account.
Name of Student:

If you have any questions regarding completing this form please contact nursinglandt@port.ac.uk
UoP ID Number:

Name of Placement:

Dates of placement:

Personal Tutor:

Link Lecturer:

Mentor:

Buddy Mentor:

Mentor Email Address:

Buddy Mentor Email Address:
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Placement phone number:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Reflection and Learning Objectives
Please use this section to reflect on your previous experiences (including any transferable skills), and consider and reflect on what learning objectives
you would like to meet whilst on this placement.
You should use one of the reflective models you have previously been taught about or used.
Student Reflection and Learning Objectives:
[You should complete this section before your initial interview with your mentor.]

Date:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Initial Placement Interview
● With your mentor, discuss the points you made in the “Reflection and Learning Objectives” section of this document.
● Identify and discuss with your mentor the learning objectives and outcomes to be achieved, and how this will be managed (e.g. before
midpoint or before final completion).
● Discuss any possible EU Directives.
● Think about how the experience available will facilitate the outcomes, and agree a date for reviewing progress (mind-point review).
Throughout the initial interview, continue to reflect on your previous learning.
Use this box to record your discussion and plans.

Date of Initial Placement Interview:
Planned Date for Midpoint Interview:
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Induction Programme for Students
The purpose of this section is to ensure that students are adequately briefed for their placement. It is expected that all elements of this document
are addressed prior to, or on the first day of placement.
Students: make any additional notes in the last column of this table, and add any additional questions or comments you may have in relation to your
induction. You should then email this to your mentor for completion, and it will then be made available to you in your PAD folder.
Categories
Introduction to Staff

Topics to be Covered

Student Notes

Meet with mentor or/and buddy mentor. Exchange contact
details.
Include all staff working within the practice area.

Placement and Contact Student to inform mentor of:
Details
● University link – name and contact details.
● Relevant link areas and who to contact for visits.
Mentors include:
● Emergency contact.
● Emergency number 999 or 2222.
● Explain policy for ID badges.
● Shift patterns (hours at work).
● Negotiate duty rosters to enable student nurse to
complete at least 37.5 hours/week plus 5 hours
reflecting on their learning from placement.
● Parking facilities or local transport.
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Personal Issues

● Discuss any adjustments re. health or learning needs
e.g. latex free gloves, dyslexia.
(Any occupational health or personal issues should
already be known to placement contacts, so
discussion around this may have already been
undertaken).

Orientation to Practice Include:
Area
● Tour of the environment.
○ Fire evacuation and exits.
● Health hazards.
● What to do in the event of a personal injury/accident
in the workplace.
● Staff toilets.
● Staff break room and/or canteen.
● Where to keep personal belongings.
Professional Conduct
and Appearance

Discuss:
● Dress code and Uniform Policy.
● Professional conduct specific to the practice e.g.
working guidelines, etiquette in patients’ homes, use
of mobile phones.
● Non entry procedures (community placement).
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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● Lone Working Policy/Buddy System
● Attendance and sickness reporting, including contact
details for mentor/practice (if not already discussed).
● Breaks (including times), catering availability, areas to
eat and drink.
● Smoking policy.
● Areas and resources for study and reflection.

Confidentiality

Discuss importance of maintaining confidentiality and
data protection.

Emergency Procedures Discuss:
● Emergency Procedures.
● Location of emergency equipment.
● Procedure for major incident.
Fire Policy/Procedure Discuss:
● Local policy and emergency numbers.
● Location of fire points, exits, fire extinguishers, fire
blankets & Fire Policy.
● Explain procedure for evacuation & alarm tones.
● Awareness of risks associated with practice areas.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
9

Moving & Handling

Accident & Clinical
Incidents

Resuscitation

Organisational
Policy Folders

Discuss:
● Safe practice and potential risks.
● Local policy and relation to practice area.
● Location of local moving & handling equipment.

Explain:
● Procedure for reporting accidents/near misses.
● Procedure for reporting adverse incidents/near
misses.
● Policy for not being able to gain access to a patient's
home (Community).

Explain:
● Procedure in event of an emergency e.g. cardiac
arrest.
● Emergency contact numbers.

Student should be aware of the following
policies/procedures:
● Health & Safety.
● Infection Control.
● Professional Behaviour.
● Human Resources e.g. Harassment, Equal
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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●
●
●
●

Opportunities, Complaints etc.
Occupational Health.
Other policies specific to practice area
(e.g. lone working, buddy system).
Smoking.
Student resource folder in practice areas.

Mentor Completion
Mentors, please use this space to indicate that the Induction Programme has been undertaken with the student, and ALL areas of the Induction
Programme have been discussed with the student.
If you have any additional comments or notes to make in relation to the Induction Programme, please do so here.
Mentor Notes (if applicable):

Mentor signature (type name):
Date:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Mentors, once all sections of this document are complete, please send the final version to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing.
This must be sent from your work/professional email account.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Midpoint Progress Interview - Placement Three
This document is for the midpoint progress interview for Placement Three.
It should be completed around the third week of the placement. Please see the instructions below and then complete the form appropriately.

Instructions
Students: Please complete all relevant details in this form. If you wish to discuss this with your mentor, please download it as a Word Document
(File > download as… Microsoft Word.docx) and email it to your mentor from your University email account. If your mentor adds additional
comments, please ensure that when you receive these, you include any updates/changes to the original document in your PAD folder.
When this form is complete, download it as a Word Document (as above) and email it to your mentor from your University email account. Your
mentor will then complete the document and send it to your admin office for processing.
Please ensure the latest version of this document is in your PAD folder by the end of Placement Three.
If it is not, please contact nursinglandt@port.ac.uk
Mentors: Please complete any details below and the “Mentor Mid-Point Review and Completion” section. If the student needs to provide
additional information, please send the form back to them and ask them to amend it. Once both section of the forms are complete, please send
the final version to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing. This must be sent from your work/professional email account.
Name of Student:

If you have any questions regarding completing this form please contact nursinglandt@port.ac.uk
UoP ID Number:

Name of Placement:

Dates of placement:

Personal Tutor:

Link Lecturer:

Mentor:

Buddy Mentor:

Mentor Email Address:

Buddy Mentor Email Address:

Placement phone number:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Student Self-Assessment and Review
[Students must complete this section prior to meeting with their mentor]
Reflection on progress, including
the feedback gained from those
receiving care:
[Students to complete this section during/after Midpoint Interview with Mentor]
Outcomes achieved to date:

Outcomes still to meet:

Any areas identified to develop:

Other comments or points to
note:
Student signature (type name):
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Date:
Planned date for Final Interview:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Mentor Mid-Point Review and Completion
Will the current placement facilitate the opportunity for the
learning outcomes to be achieved?*
Will the current placement facilitate the opportunity for any
of the Competencies (Progression Point Two) to be
achieved?*
Areas of strength:

Areas for the student to develop:

Other comments, feedback or points to note:

**Action plan required (Yes/No):
Mentor signature (type name):
Date:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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*If there are any concerns with regards to the student throughout their Placement, these should be recorded using ‘Mentor cause for concern’ form.
**If an action plan is required, please refer to the Action Plan Guidance found in the Mentor Guide and ensure the Action Plan is emailed to nursingplacements@port.ac.uk
Mentors, once all sections of this document are complete, please send the final version to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing.
This must be sent from your work/professional email account.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Competencies (Progression Point Two) - Placement Three
The NMC has set minimum requirements that must be met by the second progression point. This document is for evidencing the Competencies
(Progression Point Two (which is at the end of Placement Four)) met during Placement Three. It should be completed by the student throughout
Placement Three. Please see the instructions below and then complete the form appropriately.

Instructions
Students: Please complete the form below, giving clear evidence of where you have met each of the Competencies listed. If you wish to discuss
this with your mentor, please download it as a Word Document (File > download as… Microsoft Word.docx) and email it to your mentor from your
University email account. If your mentor adds additional comments, please ensure that when you receive these, you include any updates/changes
to the original document in your PAD folder.
Before your Final Interview, download this form as a Word Document (as above) and email it to your mentor from your University email account.
Your mentor will then discuss this document with you, and complete and send it to your admin office for processing.
Mentors: Please complete any details below, and in the “Second Progression Point Criteria” table, initial and date the Competencies that you
have witnessed the student consistently meet. Please include any other comments in this table as required. You should then complete the
“Mentor Completion” section of this document. If the student needs to provide additional information, please send the form back to them and
ask them to amend it. Once all relevant sections of the form are complete, please send the final version to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing.
This must be sent from your work/professional email account.
Name of Student:

If you have any questions regarding completing this form please contact nursinglandt@port.ac.uk
UoP ID Number:

Name of Placement:

Dates of placement:

Personal Tutor:

Link Lecturer:

Mentor:

Buddy Mentor:

Mentor Email Address:

Buddy Mentor Email Address:
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Placement phone number:

Guidance
The NMC has set minimum requirements that must be demonstrated by the second progression point. Programme providers must set learning
outcomes that allow the student to show that they can work more independently, with less direct supervision, in a safe and increasingly confident
way to extend their knowledge and skills.
Students must be allowed to demonstrate their ability to work as autonomous practitioners by the point of registration. This will also ensure that
students are able to make safe and effective use of practice learning, which includes less direct supervision in the final part of the programme. This
enables students to be confident and fit for practice by entry to the register.
Students must demonstrate this before being allowed to progress to the third and final part of the programme.
Additional competencies (aligned to the NMC standards) are also required by the University of Portsmouth to ensure that students are able to
demonstrate quality care that is both effective, responsive and firmly places the patient at the centre. Achievement of the competencies will also
ensure that the student nurse has an awareness of their personal and professional accountability in accordance with the NMC/statutory regulations.
During Placement Three you may not be able to evidence all the Competencies. During Placement Four you will need to maintain the Competencies
met in Placement Three, and demonstrate any other Competencies not met in Placement Three.
Mentors, please be aware that you should only initial and date competencies that you have witnessed the student consistently meet/achieve.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Second Progression Point Criteria
Criteria that must be met as a minimum requirement by the second progression point.
Mentors, please ensure that you initial and date against any competencies that you have witnessed the student consistently meet/achieve.

Progression Point Two Criteria
Criteria:

Evidence of area achieved (student to complete)
Include: date, location, who you were working with, what you did or demonstrated.

Mentor Completion
Initial and date
Comments (if required)

1. Works more
independently, with
less direct
supervision, in a safe
and increasingly
confident manner.
2. Demonstrates
potential to work
autonomously,
making the most of
opportunities to
extend knowledge,
skills and practice.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Progression Point Two Criteria
Areas associated with
professional values and expected
attitudes and behaviours towards
people, their carers and their
families :

Evidence of area achieved (student to complete)
Include: date, location, who you were working with, what you did or
demonstrated.

Mentor Completion
Initial and date
Comments (if required)

13. Displays a professional image
in their behaviour and
appearance, showing respect for
diversity and individual
preferences.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Competencies for entry to the register: Adult nursing
Domain 1: Professional values

Evidence of area achieved (student to complete)
Include: date, location, who you were working with, what you did or
demonstrated.

Mentor Completion
Initial and date
Comments (if required)

1.1.1. Student adult nurses must
understand and apply current
legislation to all service users,
paying special attention to the
protection of vulnerable people,
including those with complex
needs arising from ageing,
cognitive impairment, long-term
conditions and those
approaching the end of life.
1.2. All student nurses must
practise in a holistic, nonjudgmental, caring and sensitive
manner that avoids
assumptions, supports social
inclusion; recognises and
respects individual choice; and
acknowledges diversity. Where
necessary, they must challenge
inequality, discrimination and
exclusion from access to care.
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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1.4. All student nurses must
work in partnership with service
users, carers, families, groups,
communities and organisations.
They must manage risk, and
promote health and wellbeing
while aiming to empower
choices that promote self-care
and safety.
1.8. All student nurses must
practise independently,
recognising the limits of their
competence and knowledge.
They must reflect on these limits
and seek advice from, or refer
to, other professionals where
necessary.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Domain 2: Communication and
interpersonal skills

Evidence of area achieved (student to complete)
Include: date, location, who you were working with, what you did or
demonstrated.

Mentor Completion
Initial and date
Comments (if required)

2.2. All student nurses must use
a range of communication skills
and technologies to support
person-centred care and
enhance quality and safety.
They must ensure people
receive all the information they
need in a language and manner
that allows them to make
informed choices and share
decision making. They must
recognise when language
interpretation or other
communication support is
needed and know how to obtain
it.
2.3. All student nurses must use
the full range of communication
methods, including verbal, nonverbal and written, to acquire,
interpret and record their
knowledge and understanding
of people’s needs. They must be
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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aware of their own values and
beliefs and the impact this may
have on their communication
with others. They must take
account of the many different
ways in which people
communicate and how these
may be influenced by ill health,
disability and other factors, and
be able to recognise and
respond effectively when a
person finds it hard to
communicate.
2.3.1. Student adult nurses must
promote the concept,
knowledge and practice of self
care with people with acute and
long-term conditions, using a
range of communication skills
and strategies.
2.6. All student nurses must take
every opportunity to encourage
health-promoting behaviour
through education, role
modelling and effective
communication.
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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2.7. All student nurses must
maintain accurate, clear and
complete records, including the
use of electronic formats, using
appropriate and plain language.
2.8. All student nurses must
respect individual rights to
confidentiality and keep
information secure and
confidential in accordance with
the law and relevant ethical and
regulatory frameworks, taking
account of local protocols. They
must also actively share
personal information with
others when the interests of
safety and protection override
the need for confidentiality.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Domain 3: Nursing practice and
decision-making

Evidence of area achieved (student to complete)
Include: date, location, who you were working with, what you did or
demonstrated.

Mentor Completion
Initial and date
Comments (if required)

3.1. All student nurses must use
up-to-date knowledge and
evidence to assess, plan, deliver
and evaluate care, communicate
findings, influence change and
promote health and best
practice. They must make
person-centred, evidence-based
judgments and decisions, in
partnership with others involved
in the care process, to ensure
high quality care. They must be
able to recognise when the
complexity of clinical decisions
requires specialist knowledge
and expertise, and consult or
refer accordingly.
3.1.1. Student adult nurses must
be able to recognise and
respond to the needs of all
people who come into their care
including babies, children and
young people, pregnant and
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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postnatal women, people with
mental health problems, people
with physical disabilities, people
with learning disabilities, older
people, and people with long
term problems such as cognitive
impairment.
3.3. All student nurses must
carry out comprehensive,
systematic nursing assessments
that take account of relevant
physical, social, cultural,
psychological, spiritual, genetic
and environmental factors, in
partnership with service users
and others through interaction,
observation and measurement.
3.3.1. Student adult nurses must
safely use a range of diagnostic
skills, employing appropriate
technology, to assess the needs
of service users.
3.4.1. Student adult nurses must
safely use invasive and noninvasive procedures, medical
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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devices, and current
technological and
pharmacological interventions,
where relevant, in medical and
surgical nursing practice,
providing information and
taking account of individual
needs and preferences.
3.8.1. Student adult nurses must
work in partnership with people
who have long-term conditions
that require medical or surgical
nursing, and their families and
carers, to provide therapeutic
nursing interventions, optimise
health and wellbeing, facilitate
choice and maximise self-care
and self-management.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Mentor Completion
Mentors, please use this space to confirm that the evidence the student has given against the Competencies (Progression Point Two) listed is
accurate, and that these Competencies have been consistently met by the student during Placement Three.
If you have any additional comments or notes to make in relation to the Competencies (Progression Point Two), please do so here.
Mentor Notes:

Mentor signature (type name):
Date:
Mentors, once all sections of this document are complete, please send the final version to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing.
This must be sent from your work/professional email account.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Final Interview and Completion - Placement Three
This document is for the final interview and completion for Placement Three. It should be completed at the end of Placement Three.
Please see the instructions below and then complete the form appropriately.

Instructions
Students: Please complete all relevant details in this form. If you wish to discuss this with your mentor, please download it as a Word Document
(File > download as… Microsoft Word.docx) and email it to your mentor from your University email account. If your mentor adds additional
comments, please ensure that when you receive these, you include any updates/changes to the original document in your PAD folder.
When this form is complete, download it as a Word Document (as above) and email it to your mentor from your University email account. Your
mentor will then complete the document and send it to your admin office for processing.
The final version of this document will be uploaded by the University of Portsmouth to your PAD folder.
Mentors: Please complete any details below, and the “Mentor Final Review and Completion” section of this document. If the student needs to
provide additional information, please send the form back to them and ask them to amend it. Once all sections of the form are complete, please
send the final version to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing. This must be sent from your work/professional email account.
Name of Student:

If you have any questions regarding completing this form please contact nursinglandt@port.ac.uk
UoP ID Number:

Name of Placement:

Dates of placement:

Personal Tutor:

Link Lecturer:

Mentor:

Buddy Mentor:

Mentor Email Address:

Buddy Mentor Email Address:

Placement phone number:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Student Reflection
● Please reflect on this placement and identify your learning achievements.
○ You should reflect on the skills you have developed in relation to the Essential Skills Clusters.
● You should also reflect back on your initial interview; did you achieve the learning objectives you set yourself? If not, why?
● You should also highlight any learning points you need to take forward into your next placement experience.
● Select one experience and reflect on this in relation to the NMC standards.
You should use one of the reflective models you have previously been taught about or used.
NB: This work must meet the standard expectations of any written academic work, with appropriate references in accordance with APA 6th Ed.
[Students must complete this section prior to meeting with placement contact]

Date:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Mentor Final Review and Completion
Outcomes achieved to date:

Outcomes still to meet:

Please list any competencies
not met in Placement Three.

Any areas identified to develop
(personal or professional) and
activities/experiences that
could support this:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Assessment Decision and Declaration
I confirm that my assessment decision for this student is (Pass/Fail):
(Please refer to the Assessment Outcomes Section of the Mentor Guidance for
more information)

Mentor signature (type name):

Date:
Mentors, once all sections of this document are complete, please send the final version to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing.
This must be sent from your work/professional email account.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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UNIVERSITY TO COMPLETE THIS PAGE
This section may be completed if a general comment or feedback to the mentor or student is necessary.
If progress is unsatisfactory, or an issue of concern is raised, the Action Plan will also need to be shared with the Placement coordinator and
course lead.
Comments OR Action Plan Required:

Entered onto University records:
Name:
Date:

Please save the final document as a PDF file and upload this to the student’s PAD.
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Student Learning Objectives and Initial Interview - Placement Four
This document is for the student learning objectives and initial interview for Placement Four. It should be completed at the start of the placement.
Please see the instructions below and then complete the form appropriately.

Instructions
Students: Please complete all relevant details in this form. If you wish to discuss this with your mentor, please download it as a Word Document
(File > download as… Microsoft Word.docx) and email it to your mentor from your University email account. If your mentor adds additional
comments, please ensure that when you receive these, you include any updates/changes to the original document in your PAD folder.
When this form is complete, download it as a Word Document (as above) and email it to your mentor from your University email account. Your
mentor will then complete the document and send it to your admin office for processing.
Please ensure the latest version of this document is in your PAD folder by the end of Placement Four.
If it is not, please contact nursinglandt@port.ac.uk
Mentors: Please complete any details below, and the “Mentor Completion” section of this document. If the student needs to provide additional
information, please send the form back to them and ask them to amend it. Once all sections of the form are complete, please send the final version
to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing. This must be sent from your work/professional email account.
Name of Student:

If you have any questions regarding completing this form please contact nursinglandt@port.ac.uk
UoP ID Number:

Name of Placement:

Dates of placement:

Personal Tutor:

Link Lecturer:

Mentor:

Buddy Mentor:

Mentor Email Address:

Buddy Mentor Email Address:
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Placement phone number:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Reflection and Learning Objectives
Please use this section to reflect on your previous experiences (including any transferable skills), and consider and reflect on what learning objectives
you would like to meet whilst on this placement.
You should use one of the reflective models you have previously been taught about or used.
Student Reflection and Learning Objectives:
[You should complete this section before your initial interview with your mentor.]

Date:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Initial Placement Interview
● With your mentor, discuss the points you made in the “Reflection and Learning Objectives” section of this document.
● Identify and discuss with your mentor the learning objectives and outcomes to be achieved, and how this will be managed (e.g. before
midpoint or before final completion).
● Discuss any possible EU Directives.
● Think about how the experience available will facilitate the outcomes, and agree a date for reviewing progress (mind-point review).
Throughout the initial interview, continue to reflect on your previous learning.
Use this box to record your discussion and plans.

Date of Initial Placement Interview:
Planned Date for Midpoint Interview:
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Induction Programme for Students
The purpose of this section is to ensure that students are adequately briefed for their placement. It is expected that all elements of this document
are addressed prior to, or on the first day of placement.
Students: make any additional notes in the last column of this table, and add any additional questions or comments you may have in relation to your
induction. You should then email this to your mentor for completion, and it will then be made available to you in your PAD folder.
Categories
Introduction to Staff

Topics to be Covered

Student Notes

Meet with mentor or/and buddy mentor. Exchange contact
details.
Include all staff working within the practice area.

Placement and Contact Student to inform mentor of:
Details
● University link – name and contact details.
● Relevant link areas and who to contact for visits.
Mentors include:
● Emergency contact.
● Emergency number 999 or 2222.
● Explain policy for ID badges.
● Shift patterns (hours at work).
● Negotiate duty rosters to enable student nurse to
complete at least 37.5 hours/week plus 5.0 hours
reflecting on their learning from placement.
● Parking facilities or local transport.
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Personal Issues

● Discuss any adjustments re. health or learning needs
e.g. latex free gloves, dyslexia.
(Any occupational health or personal issues should
already be known to placement contacts, so
discussion around this may have already been
undertaken).

Orientation to Practice Include:
Area
● Tour of the environment.
○ Fire evacuation and exits.
● Health hazards.
● What to do in the event of a personal injury/accident
in the workplace.
● Staff toilets.
● Staff break room and/or canteen.
● Where to keep personal belongings.
Professional Conduct
and Appearance

Discuss:
● Dress code and Uniform Policy.
● Professional conduct specific to the practice e.g.
working guidelines, etiquette in patients’ homes, use
of mobile phones.
● Non entry procedures (community placement).
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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● Lone Working Policy/Buddy System
● Attendance and sickness reporting, including contact
details for mentor/practice (if not already discussed).
● Breaks (including times), catering availability, areas to
eat and drink.
● Smoking policy.
● Areas and resources for study and reflection.

Confidentiality

Discuss importance of maintaining confidentiality and
data protection.

Emergency Procedures Discuss:
● Emergency Procedures.
● Location of emergency equipment.
● Procedure for major incident.
Fire Policy/Procedure Discuss:
● Local policy and emergency numbers.
● Location of fire points, exits, fire extinguishers, fire
blankets & Fire Policy.
● Explain procedure for evacuation & alarm tones.
● Awareness of risks associated with practice areas.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Moving & Handling

Accident & Clinical
Incidents

Resuscitation

Organisational
Policy Folders

Discuss:
● Safe practice and potential risks.
● Local policy and relation to practice area.
● Location of local moving & handling equipment.

Explain:
● Procedure for reporting accidents/near misses.
● Procedure for reporting adverse incidents/near
misses.
● Policy for not being able to gain access to a patient's
home (Community).

Explain:
● Procedure in event of an emergency e.g. cardiac
arrest.
● Emergency contact numbers.

Student should be aware of the following
policies/procedures:
● Health & Safety.
● Infection Control.
● Professional Behaviour.
● Human Resources e.g. Harassment, Equal
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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●
●
●
●

Opportunities, Complaints etc.
Occupational Health.
Other policies specific to practice area
(e.g. lone working, buddy system).
Smoking.
Student resource folder in practice areas.

Mentor Completion
Mentors, please use this space to indicate that the Induction Programme has been undertaken with the student, and ALL areas of the Induction
Programme have been discussed with the student.
If you have any additional comments or notes to make in relation to the Induction Programme, please do so here.
Mentor Notes (if applicable):

Mentor signature (type name):
Date:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Mentors, once all sections of this document are complete, please send the final version to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing.
This must be sent from your work/professional email account.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Midpoint Progress Interview - Placement Four
This document is for the midpoint progress interview for Placement Four.
It should be completed around the third week of the placement. Please see the instructions below and then complete the form appropriately.

Instructions
Students: Please complete all relevant details in this form. If you wish to discuss this with your mentor, please download it as a Word Document
(File > download as… Microsoft Word.docx) and email it to your mentor from your University email account. If your mentor adds additional
comments, please ensure that when you receive these, you include any updates/changes to the original document in your PAD folder.
When this form is complete, download it as a Word Document (as above) and email it to your mentor from your University email account. Your
mentor will then complete the document and send it to your admin office for processing.
Please ensure the latest version of this document is in your PAD folder by the end of Placement Four.
If it is not, please contact nursinglandt@port.ac.uk
Mentors: Please complete any details below and the “Mentor Mid-Point Review and Completion” section. If the student needs to provide
additional information, please send the form back to them and ask them to amend it. Once both section of the forms are complete, please send
the final version to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing. This must be sent from your work/professional email account.
Name of Student:

If you have any questions regarding completing this form please contact nursinglandt@port.ac.uk
UoP ID Number:

Name of Placement:

Dates of placement:

Personal Tutor:

Link Lecturer:

Mentor:

Buddy Mentor:

Mentor Email Address:

Buddy Mentor Email Address:

Placement phone number:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Student Self-Assessment and Review
[Students must complete this section prior to meeting with their mentor]
Reflection on progress, including
the feedback gained from those
receiving care:
[Students to complete this section during/after Midpoint Interview with Mentor]
Outcomes achieved to date:

Outcomes still to meet:

Any areas identified to develop:

Other comments or points to
note:
Student signature (type name):
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Date:
Planned date for Final Interview:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Mentor Mid-Point Review and Completion
Will the current placement facilitate the opportunity for the
learning outcomes to be achieved?*
Will the current placement facilitate the opportunity for any
of the Competencies (Progression Point Two) to be
achieved?*
Please list any Competencies (Progression Point Two) you
feel the student may not meet by the end of Placement
Four.
Areas of strength:

Areas for the student to develop:

Other comments, feedback or points to note:

**Action plan required (Yes/No):

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Mentor signature (type name):
Date:

*If there are any concerns with regards to the student throughout their Placement, these should be recorded using ‘Mentor cause for concern’ form.
**If an action plan is required, please refer to the Action Plan Guidance found in the Mentor Guide and ensure the Action Plan is emailed to nursingplacements@port.ac.uk
Mentors, once all sections of this document are complete, please send the final version to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing.
This must be sent from your work/professional email account.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Competencies (Progression Point Two) - Placement Four
The NMC has set minimum requirements that must be met by the second progression point. This document is for evidencing the Competencies
(Progression Point Two (which is at the end of Placement Four)) met during Placement Four. It should be completed by the student throughout
Placement Four. Please see the instructions below and then complete the form appropriately.

Instructions
Students: Please complete the form below, giving clear evidence of where you have met each of the Competencies listed. If you wish to discuss
this with your mentor, please download it as a Word Document (File > download as… Microsoft Word.docx) and email it to your mentor from your
University email account. If your mentor adds additional comments, please ensure that when you receive these, you include any updates/changes
to the original document in your PAD folder.
Before your Final Interview, download this form as a Word Document (as above) and email it to your mentor from your University email account.
Your mentor will then discuss this document with you, and complete and send it to your admin office for processing.
Mentors: Please complete any details below, and in the “Second Progression Point Criteria” table, initial and date the Competencies that you
have witnessed the student consistently meet. Please include any other comments in this table as required. You should then complete the
“Mentor Completion” section of this document. If the student needs to provide additional information, please send the form back to them and
ask them to amend it. Once all relevant sections of the form are complete, please send the final version to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing.
This must be sent from your work/professional email account.
Name of Student:

If you have any questions regarding completing this form please contact nursinglandt@port.ac.uk
UoP ID Number:

Name of Placement:

Dates of placement:

Personal Tutor:

Link Lecturer:

Mentor:

Buddy Mentor:

Mentor Email Address:

Buddy Mentor Email Address:
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Placement phone number:

Guidance
The NMC has set minimum requirements that must be demonstrated by the second progression point. Programme providers must set learning
outcomes that allow the student to show that they can work more independently, with less direct supervision, in a safe and increasingly confident
way to extend their knowledge and skills.
Students must be allowed to demonstrate their ability to work as autonomous practitioners by the point of registration. This will also ensure that
students are able to make safe and effective use of practice learning, which includes less direct supervision in the final part of the programme. This
enables students to be confident and fit for practice by entry to the register.
Students must demonstrate this before being allowed to progress to the third and final part of the programme.
Additional competencies (aligned to the NMC standards) are also required by the University of Portsmouth to ensure that students are able to
demonstrate quality care that is both effective, responsive and firmly places the patient at the centre. Achievement of the competencies will also
ensure that the student nurse has an awareness of their personal and professional accountability in accordance with the NMC/statutory regulations.
During Placement Three you may not be able to evidence all the Competencies. During Placement Four you will need to maintain the Competencies
met in Placement Three, and demonstrate any other Competencies not met in Placement Three.
Mentors, please be aware that you should only initial and date competencies that you have witnessed the student consistently meet/achieve.
Please refer to the student’s “P3.3. Progression Point Two Competencies (Placement Three)” document for details of competencies signed-off in
Placement Three. Students should continue to consistently meet these competencies (where applicable) in Placement Four.
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Second Progression Point Criteria
Criteria that must be met as a minimum requirement by the second progression point.
Mentors, please ensure that you initial and date against any competencies that you have witnessed the student consistently meet/achieve.

Progression Point Two Criteria
Criteria:

Evidence of area achieved (student to complete)
Include: date, location, who you were working with, what you did or demonstrated.

Mentor Completion
Initial and date
Comments (if required)

1. Works more
independently, with
less direct
supervision, in a safe
and increasingly
confident manner.
2. Demonstrates
potential to work
autonomously,
making the most of
opportunities to
extend knowledge,
skills and practice.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Progression Point Two Criteria
Areas associated with
professional values and expected
attitudes and behaviours towards
people, their carers and their
families :

Evidence of area achieved (student to complete)
Include: date, location, who you were working with, what you did or
demonstrated.

Mentor Completion
Initial and date
Comments (if required)

13. Displays a professional image
in their behaviour and
appearance, showing respect for
diversity and individual
preferences.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Competencies for entry to the register: Adult nursing
Domain 1: Professional values

Evidence of area achieved (student to complete)
Include: date, location, who you were working with, what you did or
demonstrated.

Mentor Completion
Initial and date
Comments (if required)

1.1.1. Student adult nurses must
understand and apply current
legislation to all service users,
paying special attention to the
protection of vulnerable people,
including those with complex
needs arising from ageing,
cognitive impairment, long-term
conditions and those
approaching the end of life.
1.2. All student nurses must
practise in a holistic, nonjudgmental, caring and sensitive
manner that avoids
assumptions, supports social
inclusion; recognises and
respects individual choice; and
acknowledges diversity. Where
necessary, they must challenge
inequality, discrimination and
exclusion from access to care.
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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1.4. All student nurses must
work in partnership with service
users, carers, families, groups,
communities and organisations.
They must manage risk, and
promote health and wellbeing
while aiming to empower
choices that promote self-care
and safety.
1.8. All student nurses must
practise independently,
recognising the limits of their
competence and knowledge.
They must reflect on these limits
and seek advice from, or refer
to, other professionals where
necessary.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Domain 2: Communication and
interpersonal skills

Evidence of area achieved (student to complete)
Include: date, location, who you were working with, what you did or
demonstrated.

Mentor Completion
Initial and date
Comments (if required)

2.2. All student nurses must use
a range of communication skills
and technologies to support
person-centred care and
enhance quality and safety.
They must ensure people
receive all the information they
need in a language and manner
that allows them to make
informed choices and share
decision making. They must
recognise when language
interpretation or other
communication support is
needed and know how to obtain
it.
2.3. All student nurses must use
the full range of communication
methods, including verbal, nonverbal and written, to acquire,
interpret and record their
knowledge and understanding
of people’s needs. They must be
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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aware of their own values and
beliefs and the impact this may
have on their communication
with others. They must take
account of the many different
ways in which people
communicate and how these
may be influenced by ill health,
disability and other factors, and
be able to recognise and
respond effectively when a
person finds it hard to
communicate.
2.3.1. Student adult nurses must
promote the concept,
knowledge and practice of self
care with people with acute and
long-term conditions, using a
range of communication skills
and strategies.
2.6. All student nurses must take
every opportunity to encourage
health-promoting behaviour
through education, role
modelling and effective
communication.
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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2.7. All student nurses must
maintain accurate, clear and
complete records, including the
use of electronic formats, using
appropriate and plain language.
2.8. All student nurses must
respect individual rights to
confidentiality and keep
information secure and
confidential in accordance with
the law and relevant ethical and
regulatory frameworks, taking
account of local protocols. They
must also actively share
personal information with
others when the interests of
safety and protection override
the need for confidentiality.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Domain 3: Nursing practice and
decision-making

Evidence of area achieved (student to complete)
Include: date, location, who you were working with, what you did or
demonstrated.

Mentor Completion
Initial and date
Comments (if required)

3.1. All student nurses must use
up-to-date knowledge and
evidence to assess, plan, deliver
and evaluate care, communicate
findings, influence change and
promote health and best
practice. They must make
person-centred, evidence-based
judgments and decisions, in
partnership with others involved
in the care process, to ensure
high quality care. They must be
able to recognise when the
complexity of clinical decisions
requires specialist knowledge
and expertise, and consult or
refer accordingly.
3.1.1. Student adult nurses must
be able to recognise and
respond to the needs of all
people who come into their care
including babies, children and
young people, pregnant and
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
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postnatal women, people with
mental health problems, people
with physical disabilities, people
with learning disabilities, older
people, and people with long
term problems such as cognitive
impairment.
3.3. All student nurses must
carry out comprehensive,
systematic nursing assessments
that take account of relevant
physical, social, cultural,
psychological, spiritual, genetic
and environmental factors, in
partnership with service users
and others through interaction,
observation and measurement.
3.3.1. Student adult nurses must
safely use a range of diagnostic
skills, employing appropriate
technology, to assess the needs
of service users.
3.4.1. Student adult nurses must
safely use invasive and noninvasive procedures, medical
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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devices, and current
technological and
pharmacological interventions,
where relevant, in medical and
surgical nursing practice,
providing information and
taking account of individual
needs and preferences.
3.8.1. Student adult nurses must
work in partnership with people
who have long-term conditions
that require medical or surgical
nursing, and their families and
carers, to provide therapeutic
nursing interventions, optimise
health and wellbeing, facilitate
choice and maximise self-care
and self-management.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Mentor Completion
Mentors, please use this space to confirm that the evidence the student has given against the Competencies (Progression Point Two) listed is
accurate, and that these Competencies have been consistently met by the student during Placement Four.
If you have any additional comments or notes to make in relation to the Competencies (Progression Point Two), please do so here.
Mentor Notes:

Mentor signature (type name):
Date:
Mentors, once all sections of this document are complete, please send the final version to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing.
This must be sent from your work/professional email account.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Final Interview and Completion - Placement Four
This document is for the final interview and completion for Placement Four. It should be completed at the end of Placement Four.
Please see the instructions below and then complete the form appropriately.

Instructions
Students: Please complete all relevant details in this form. If you wish to discuss this with your mentor, please download it as a Word Document
(File > download as… Microsoft Word.docx) and email it to your mentor from your University email account. If your mentor adds additional
comments, please ensure that when you receive these, you include any updates/changes to the original document in your PAD folder.
When this form is complete, download it as a Word Document (as above) and email it to your mentor from your University email account. Your
mentor will then complete the document and send it to your admin office for processing.
The final version of this document will be uploaded by the University of Portsmouth to your PAD folder.
Mentors: Please complete any details below, and the “Mentor Final Review and Completion” section of this document. If the student needs to
provide additional information, please send the form back to them and ask them to amend it. Once all sections of the form are complete, please
send the final version to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing. This must be sent from your work/professional email account.
Name of Student:

If you have any questions regarding completing this form please contact nursinglandt@port.ac.uk
UoP ID Number:

Name of Placement:

Dates of placement:

Personal Tutor:

Link Lecturer:

Mentor:

Buddy Mentor:

Mentor Email Address:

Buddy Mentor Email Address:

Placement phone number:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Student Reflection
● Please reflect on this placement and identify your learning achievements.
○ You should reflect on the skills you have developed in relation to the Essential Skills Clusters.
● You should also reflect back on your initial interview; did you achieve the learning objectives you set yourself? If not, why?
● You should also highlight any learning points you need to take forward into your next placement experience.
● Select one experience and reflect on this in relation to the NMC standards.
You should use one of the reflective models you have previously been taught about or used.
NB: This work must meet the standard expectations of any written academic work, with appropriate references in accordance with APA 6th Ed.
[Students must complete this section prior to meeting with placement contact]

Date:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
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Mentor Final Review and Completion
Outcomes achieved to date:

Outcomes still to meet:

Please list any competencies
not met in Placement Four.

Any areas identified to develop
(personal or professional) and
activities/experiences that
could support this:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Assessment Decision and Declaration
I confirm that my assessment decision for this student is (Pass/Fail):
(Please refer to the Assessment Outcomes Section of the Mentor Guidance for
more information)

Mentor signature (type name):

Date:
Mentors, once all sections of this document are complete, please send the final version to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing.
This must be sent from your work/professional email account.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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UNIVERSITY TO COMPLETE THIS PAGE
This section may be completed if a general comment or feedback to the mentor or student is necessary.
If progress is unsatisfactory, or an issue of concern is raised, the Action Plan will also need to be shared with the Placement coordinator and
course lead.
Comments OR Action Plan Required:

Entered onto University records:
Name:
Date:

Please save the final document as a PDF file and upload this to the student’s PAD.
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Development Placement One
Instructions
Students: Please complete all relevant details in this form. If you wish to discuss this with your supervisor, please download it as a Word Document
(File > download as… Microsoft Word.docx) and email it to your supervisor from your University email account. If your supervisor adds additional
comments, please ensure that when you receive these, you include any updates/changes to the original document in your PAD folder.
When this form is complete, download it as a Word Document (File > download as… Microsoft Word.docx) and email it to your supervisor from
your University email account. Your supervisor will then complete the document and send it to your admin office for processing.
Please ensure the final, read-only version of this document is in your PAD folder by the end of Development Placement One.
If it is not, please contact nursinglandt@port.ac.uk
Supervisors: Please complete any details below, and the “Supervisor Final Review and Completion” section of this document. If the student needs
to provide additional information, please send the form back to them and ask them to amend it. Once all sections of the form are complete, please
send the final version to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing. This must be sent from your work/professional email account.
Name of Student:

If you have any questions regarding completing this form please contact nursinglandt@port.ac.uk
UoP ID Number:

Name of Placement:

Dates of placement:

Personal Tutor:

Personal Tutor Contact Details:

Link Lecturer:

Link Lecturer Contact Details:

Name of Supervisor:

Supervisor’s Email Address:

Placement phone number:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Student Learning Objectives and Initial Interview
This section is for the student learning objectives and initial interview for Development Placement One. It should be completed at the start of the
placement.

Reflection and Learning Objectives
Please use this section to reflect on your previous experiences (including any transferable skills), and consider and reflect on what learning objectives
you would like to meet whilst on this placement.
You should use one of the reflective models you have previously been taught about or used.
Student Reflection and Learning Objectives:
[You should complete this section before your initial interview with your supervisor.]

Date:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Initial Placement Interview
●
●
●
●

With your supervisor, discuss the points you made in the “Reflection and Learning Objectives” section of this document.
Identify and discuss with your supervisor the learning objectives and outcomes to be achieved, and how this will be managed.
Discuss any possible EU Directives.
Think about how the experience available will facilitate the outcomes, and agree a date for the final interview.

Throughout the initial interview, continue to reflect on your previous learning.
Use this box to record your discussion and plans.

Date of Initial Placement Interview:
Planned Date for Final Interview:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Induction Programme for Students
The purpose of this section is to ensure that students are adequately briefed for their placement. It is expected that all elements of this document
are addressed prior to, or on the first day of placement. Students should make any additional notes in the last column of this table, and add any
additional questions or comments they may have in relation to their induction.
Categories
Introduction to Staff

Topics to be Covered

Student Notes

Meet with supervisor. Exchange contact details.
Include all staff working within the practice area.

Placement and Contact Student to inform supervisor of:
Details
● University link – name and contact details.
● Relevant link areas and who to contact for visits.
Supervisors include:
● Emergency contact.
● Emergency number 999 or 2222.
● Explain policy for ID badges.
● Shift patterns (hours at work).
● Negotiate duty rosters to enable student nurse to
complete at least 37.5 hrs/week plus 5.0 hours
reflecting on their learning from placement.
● Parking facilities or local transport.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
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Personal Issues

● Discuss any adjustments re. health or learning needs
e.g. latex free gloves, dyslexia.
(Any occupational health or personal issues should
already be known to supervisors, so discussion around
this may have already been undertaken).

Orientation to Practice Include:
Area
● Tour of the environment.
○ Fire evacuation and exits.
● Health hazards.
● What to do in the event of a personal injury/accident
in the workplace.
● Staff toilets.
● Staff break room and/or canteen.
● Where to keep personal belongings.
Professional Conduct
and Appearance

Discuss:
● Dress code and Uniform Policy.
● Professional conduct specific to the practice e.g.
working guidelines, etiquette in patients’ homes, use
of mobile phones.
● Non entry procedures (community placement).
● Lone Working Policy/Buddy System
● Attendance and sickness reporting, including contact
details for supervisor/practice (if not already
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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discussed).
● Breaks (including times), catering availability, areas to
eat and drink.
● Smoking policy.
● Areas and resources for study and reflection.

Confidentiality

Discuss importance of maintaining confidentiality and
data protection.

Emergency Procedures Discuss:
● Emergency Procedures.
● Location of emergency equipment.
● Procedure for major incident.
Fire Policy/Procedure Discuss:
● Local policy and emergency numbers.
● Location of fire points, exits, fire extinguishers, fire
blankets & Fire Policy.
● Explain procedure for evacuation & alarm tones.
● Awareness of risks associated with practice areas.
Moving & Handling

Discuss:
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
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● Safe practice and potential risks.
● Local policy and relation to practice area.
● Location of local moving & handling equipment.

Accident & Clinical
Incidents

Resuscitation

Organisational
Policy Folders

Explain:
● Procedure for reporting accidents/near misses.
● Procedure for reporting adverse incidents/near
misses.
● Policy for not being able to gain access to a patient's
home (Community).

Explain:
● Procedure in event of an emergency e.g. cardiac
arrest.
● Emergency contact numbers.

Student should be aware of the following
policies/procedures:
● Health & Safety.
● Infection Control.
● Professional Behaviour.
● Human Resources e.g. Harassment, Equal
Opportunities, Complaints etc.
This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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● Occupational Health.
● Other policies specific to practice area
(e.g. lone working, buddy system).
● Smoking.
● Student resource folder in practice areas.

Final Interview and Completion - Development Placement One
This document is for the final interview and Completion for Development Placement One. It should be completed at the end of the placement. Please
see the instructions below and then complete the form appropriately.

Student Reflection
● Please reflect on this placement and identify your learning.
○ You should reflect on the skills you have developed in relation to the Essential Skills Clusters.
● You should also reflect back on your initial interview; did you achieve the learning objectives you set yourself? If not, why?
● You should also highlight any learning points you need to take forward into your next placement experience.
● Select one experience and reflect on this in relation to the NMC standards.
You should use one of the reflective models you have previously been taught about or used.
NB: This work must meet the standard expectations of any written academic work, with appropriate references in accordance with APA 6th Ed.
[Students must complete this section prior to meeting with supervisor]

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Date:

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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Supervisor Final Review and Completion
Outcomes achieved to date:

Outcomes still to meet:

Any areas identified to develop (personal
or professional) and activities/experiences
that could support this:

Supervisor signature (type name):
Date:

Supervisors, once all sections of this document are complete, please send the final version to nursinglandt@port.ac.uk for processing.
This must be sent from your work/professional email account.

This document remains the property of the University of Portsmouth and its care is the responsibility of the student.
It must be presented on request to the University of Portsmouth.
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